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PREFACE
The Family Impact Seminar is an independently-financed,
three-year project based at the Institute for Educational
Leadership of George Washington University. Our purpose is
to review--carefully and in depth--the substantive,
administrative and political feasibility of developing a
process for assessing the impact of public policies on·
families. We are cautiously developing and testing a "tool"-wh±ch might be called a family impact statement--to encourage
government to be.more aware of and sensitive to what i t does
to and for families.
The Seminar is composed of twenty-two leading scholars
and policy makers with expertise in family research and
public policies affecting families.
They come together with
our staff in ongoing seminars and work groups to help guide
and strengthen bur work. By bringing together scholars and
policy makers to help in this effort, the. Seminar deliberately
stands mid-way between the often separate worlds of academe
and policy.
It specifica:lly seeks to develop findings and
recommendations which are considered re'levant, important and
understandable to individuals and organizations operating in
both these contexts,
Our focus on governmental actions reflects my belief
that public policies--which seek to represent the interests
of all Americans, and which are financed by funds collected
by all taxpayers--should be especially sensitive and
responsive to American families.
This focus does not mean,
however, that all or even most of the important events or
policies which influence families result from governmental
actions. Technological changes such as the advent of television,
or ideological changes such as those reflected in the civil
rights movement, can have substantial and lasting impacts.
These and many other examples demonstrate the profound effects
that private actions or attitudes can have on families.
Thus we define family impact to include private aa well
as public actions or inactions, Our choice to limit the
focus of our inquiries to public policies reflects our belief
that the government has a special responsibility to be
conscious of its impact on families.
Since our creation in February 1976 we have held five
seminar meetings, completed our orientation to this new and
largely unexplored area, reached some preliminary conclusions,
and begun preparing pilot family impact statements on two
policies: government as employer and foster care.
In
addition, we will be commissioning a set of papers to explore
from a family perspective the programs and problems related
to teenage pregnancy.

While we believe that our final recornmendations will be
shaped in large measure by what we learn preparing these pilot
family impact statements, we want to present at this time
an interim summary of the conclusions we have reached as a
group, staff papers we have developed, and plans we have for
pilot family impact statements.
In addition, we are including
an appendix of sources which have been especially helpful
to us in our work to date.
The first chapter of this report, Interim Conclusions
of the Family Impact Seminar, reflects the judgement of the
Seminar as a whole. Each section of the chapter--working
definitions, preliminary findings and values--was discussed
in depth at our Seminar meeting in October 1977, revised,
and circulated to Seminar members for further comment.
While each Seminar member might prepare some portions
differently if he or she were writing it independently,
this chapter represents the interim conclusions of both
Seminar members and staff. Of course, like any interim
conclusions, these will be the subject of further review,
debate and refinement throughout the future work of the
Seminar.
The remaining chapters and the appendix are primarily
staff products. Chapter II describes our best thinking
about our Ecological Perspective, Evolving Framework for
Family Impact Analysis and an Approach to Data. While we
received some very helpful reactions to these working papers
from several Seminar members, they do not represent
conclusions of the· Seminar as a whole. We are sharing them
as staff working papers because we believe they might be
helpful to individufrls and organizations who have asked us
how we are approaching family impact analysis.
Chapter III is a description of our current activities
and plans for developing pilot family impact statements on
government as employer and foster care. The appendix
includes a bibliography of books and articles, a list of
family study centers which have a special focus on public
policies and families, and a list of individuals in state or
local government who are interested in or experimenting
with the family impact idea. While none of these lists is
complete, they do contain many of the relevant sources
and references for information concerning family impact analysis.
In the months ahead, the Seminar will be primarily
working on three specific pilot family impact studies in
the areas of government as employer, foster care and
teenage pregnancy. In the course of these studies we will
be attempting to develop ways of translating the broad

concepts and comprehensive framework discu~se~lini;;1~~t-~
report into some specific tools to assess ami.Y
P
possibly checklists--which could serve as a guide.ior
policy makers, local and community groups and fami Y
advocates at all levels of government.
we hope this report will be helpful to individua~s
and organizations who share our interest in the ways in
which public policies affect fai:1-ilies <?e:r;erally, and th~d
concept of family impact analysis specifically .. We wou
much a reciate and benefit from any reaction~,
~~~estionsp;r questions that this report might stimulate.

A. Sidney Johnson III
Director
Family Impact Seminar
April, 1978
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CHAPTER I:
A.
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INTERIM CONCLUSIONS OF THE FAMILY IMPACT SEMINAR

WORKING DEFINITIONS

The Seminar has adopted a series of working definitions
to guide its work. They include the following:
l.

Family

The Family Impact Seminar uses the term "family" in a
broad sense to include two different but related concepts or
perspectives: the "household" family and the "kinship" family.
By "household" family we mean "a group of two or more
persons residing together who are related by blood, marriage
or adoption." This is the definition used by the U.S. Bureau
of the Census.
By "kinship" family we mean "a group of two or more
persons who are related by blood, marriage or adoption." We
use this definition, which does not include the reference to
s~aring a household or residing together, to help underscore
the importance of. extended families and kinship networks to
family impact analysis. Use of this definition encourages
consideration of the ways in which public policies may
affect relationships or shared responsibilities between a
single person living alone and his/her ~elatives or between
related family units of the same or different generations.
While neither of these working definitions requires
inclusion of a child or children, the Se.'llinar has a special
interest in families with children and our pilot family
impact statements will include a special focus on these
families.
2.

Impact

The Family Impact Seminar defines impact as "the effects,
demonstrable or po_ssible, of a policy."
This definition indicates that we are interested in
identifying both policies which.have proven effects on
family functioning or behavior and policies which may affect
families in their functioning or behavior. For example, it seems
likely that the government's policy forbidding the use of
Medicaid funds for most abortions will have the effect of
increasing the size of some families. While other family
impact questions could be raised about that policy, such as
how it will affect the nurturant functions in those families,
it appears that it will have a clear impact on family membership or size. But there are many other policies with direct
relevance to families where the evidence of in\pact is less clear.

-
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4.
Does the so-called marriage penalty for two earner families
at some levels in the tax code actually discourage individuals
from marrying or encourage divorce? This is an example of
a possible effect or impact that could be. explored. Indeed,
one of the purposes of family impact analysis is to identify
policies on which further research is necessary to determine
actual effects.
Impact can be both short and long term, explicit or
implicit, intended or unintended. It may lend itself
partially
or tota.lly to quantitative measurement in terms
such as dollars expended or received, persons served or
divorces obtained. It may also be measured or described
more qualitatively in such terms as improved parenting skills,
greater family harmony, increased solidarity, or better
mental health.
Impact can be both positive and negative. A single policy
can have multiple·impacts~positive, negative and mixed.
And a single provision in a policy may have a positive effect
on some families, but a neutral or negative effect on others.
This may be especially true of programs which are available
only to families at certain income levels. For example,
the $750 personal exemption may have a very positive impact
on families in the higher tax brackets but a neutral or
negative impact on families too poor to pay taxes and thereby
benefit from tax exemptions. Conversely, a program like
Head Start may have a positive impact on families who participate but a neutral or perhaps negative impact on families
whose neighbors participate when they themselves make
sligh:tJ.y more money and are therefore ineligible.
3.

3 -

Public Policy

We define J?ublic policy as "government actions (or
inactions) expressed in a variety of ways including legislation,
resolutions, programs, regulations, appropriations, administrative
practices, and court decisions."
Our definition of public policy includes government actions
(or inactions) at the federal, state or local levels, and,
as in the case of many federal grant-in-aid programs, government actions which involve all three levels of government.
It includes not on.ly social policy but economic, military
and all other policies which result from government actions (or
inactions) . y
l/ For a more complete discussion of the range of government
actions which fall within our definition of public policy
and illustrations of federal programs with potential direct
impact on families, see Toward an Inventory of Federal Pro rams
with Direct Impact on Fami ies, Fami y Impact Seminar staff
report, February 1978.

Family Impact Analysis

We define family impact analysis as "the process in
which specific public or private policies are examined with
regard to their specific effects on families. "
For example, family impact analysis as we conceive it
would seek to examine the effect of a policy on a number of
family functions and structures, including membership,
nurturance and economic support functions.3f
Family impact analysis can be conducted by a variety of
different organizations and at a variety of levels. For
example, a sophisticated research organization might undertake new research as part of a comprehensive family impact
analysis of a particular policy. Or a local PTA or citizens'
organization might raise questions about the degree to which
schools or other community institutions are sensitive to
the needs of families, and this could represent the beginning
of a family impact analysis.
At this stage we propose that analysis should conc~ntrate
primarily on existing po.licies. Since family impact analysis
is stil.l in i.ts infancy, it seems prematur.e til attempt
to predict the effects of. proposed policies.
While our definition of family impact analysis includes
the examination of· public or private policies, the Family
Impact Seminar is specifically concerned with the analysis
of public policies.
- 5.

Family Impact Statement

We define family impact statement as "the written
sl.lilllllary product of a particular family impact analysis."
The family impact statement would be the final written
document which presents the findings of the family impact
analysis. It would include, as we view it at this point,
a background statement describing the policy under review
and the purposes for which it was adopted, an analysis of
the ways in which it affects different families, and
recommendations or options for policy makers to consider.
A family impact statement should be a document that
public officials and members of the public will find easy
to read and use. It need not be an exhaustive discussion of
every conceivable family-related issue in a policy or program.
Related technical background papers which may have been prepared
should _appear in an appendix. Certainly the statement itself
2/ See Chapter II, part for a more detailed discussion of
these functions and how the process of family impact analysis
might be approached.

i
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should not approximate the environmental impact statements
which sometimes totalled ten or more volum7s. _Instead, we
believe a family impact statement should highlight the
key family-related issues in a policy and analyze the two
or three most important among them.~

-I

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

The Family Impact Seminar has reached agreement on a
series of what might be called preliminary findings. While
all are subject to further review and modification as our
work progresses, the following statements reflect some of
the key facts and conclusions which shape the direction of
our work.

I
l

1.

Families have been and are currently experiencing
unprecedented changes. These include dramatic
increases over the past 25 years in the proportion
of mothers working outside the home, in the rates
of divorce and remarriage, and in the nUlllber of
single parent families. The steadily shrinking
size of families coupled with a lengthened period
of adult years following active childrearing is
also significant as is the introduction of tele~
vision into the home and many others. These pro~
found and dramatic shifts have major effects on the
capacities of fami.lies to care for their members.

2.

There is substantial and growing interest in families and the ways in which public policies affect
families among the public, policymakers, scholars,
professionals, and public and private organizations
at the federal, state and local levels.

3.

Onlike some European countries, the United States
does not have an official family policy. There
is, however, a wide range of public policies and
programs which affects families. Our preliminary
reviews reveal that:
--at least 268 programs (as listed in the
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance)
provide direct financial assl-stance
or services to individuals and families
and have potential impact on families.

y

~countless

3/

For a discussion of other impact statements s7e
about Impact Statements by Susan Martin, a staff
a er repared for the Panel on Legislative Impact on Court~,
~s~embly of Behavioral and Social Science, National Research
council, Washington, D.C.

A statement

other federal policies
have substantial impact on families,
including tax policies, court decisions,
government employment practices, general
revenue sharing, policies of regulatory
agencies, and macroeconomic policies.

--these policies and programs can and do affect f amilies at all economic levels, not just poor families.

See Toward an.Inventoicy of Federal Programs with Direct
Impact on Families, Family Impact Seminar- Staff Report,
February 1978.

I
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4.

s.

We question whether public policies designed to
respond to the needs of a particular family member
have too often sought to deal with that person as
an isolated individual, ignoring his or her interrelatedness with other family members, and the degree
to which the attitudes and activities of those other
family members may enhance or limit the effectiveness
of the policies being pursued.

The process of assessing the ways in which public
policies affect families--which we call family
impact analysis-"'-'snould !;le.explored ~n.a variety '?f
settings and on a broad range of policies . .§.! This
analysis has the potential to bring i~portant n7w
perspectives to policy making and policy analys7s.
Asking the question "what are tt;ie effects '?f this
policy on families?" can potentially contriJ:iu~e to
an understanding of some of the reasons families
experience problems and opport1:1nities,_and c'?n-:tribute to suggestions for making public policies
more responsive and sensitive to family needs.

Second, there is a tendency to attribute the
problems that families experience to the inadequacies
- of the families or family members. Families have
generally been considered to be solely responsible for
most, if not all, the difficulties they experience.

Family impact analysis is a new concept involving
complex and largely unexplored questions. Tt;iere
is little or no existing methodology for family
impact analysis, and few guidelines fa~ th7 development of one. While the precess of famJ.ly impact
analysis is being tested at a growing number _of
universities and research organizations, this type
of analysis is still in its formative stages.

This attitude has meant, in part, that there has
been little effort to analyze the effects that public
policies, the world of work, or other institutions
have on families. We believe, however, that many
problems experienced by families are the result of
basic economic and social conditions, that family
functioning must be understood in this "ecological
context," and that one determinant of this context is
public policy.

There are many reasons why public policies
have not been examined in terms of their impact
on families. Three of the more important reasons
appear to be the following:

Third, there is a widespread belief that families
are private units, and that government does not and
should not intervene in their private affairs. Families
have been considered to be largely out of bounds for
public policy. As a result, even when public policies
have had major effects on families, they are seldom
described or analyzed in terms of their family impact.
We believe that many public policies have direct effects
on families, and that efforts should be made to determine
and make known these effects so that the public and its
elected representatives can debate and change those
policies if they desire.

First, our system of democratic government is
based primarily on the recognition of the right~
and responsibilities of individuals. Our constitution, for example, does not mention families.
This emphasis has led to defining social problems
and opportunities and the policies designed to
address them in individualistic terms. Largely
overlooked have been the "mediating structures"
that stand between government and the individual,
among which the family is paramount. §/ - ·
6.
The Family Impact Seminar is explo~ing the ut~lity ?f.
family impact analysis for the review of public policies.
Family impact analysis refers m'?re generally,.however,
to a process for assessing the impact.a~ public and
private activities or policies on families.

§/

The term "mediating structures" comes from To Empower People,
by Peter L. Berger and Richard ~- .. N~uhai;is. The au~hors define
mediating structures as "those instit1:1tions standing be7
tween the individual in his private life and the large institutions of public life." In addition to family, the .
authors consider neighborhood, church and voluntary associations to be mediating structures.

2/

Much of the data necessary to describe and assess the
impact of policies on families are not available or
easily accessible. 7/ For example, relevant family data
are scattered among-a variety of federal agencies,
comparable definitions are seldom used in the collection
or analysis of these data,·and most importantly, these
data are seldom analyzed with the family unit as prime
consideration.
See Chapter III, Section C.

. i ,..,------
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discussion of and scholarly research into the way that
public policies affect families, and the impact concept
contributes to these objectives. A major contribution
of the environmental impact concept has been heightened
public consciousness of the possible effects of public
projects on the environment. A similar development
regarding public policies and families would be valuable.

Assessment of family impact may require information
about families, communities, institutions and programs
which has not yet been collected and analyze~. For.
example data is lacking on the number of children in
foster ;are and the length of time in such care.
Any framework or checklist-for family impact analysis
should recognize that:

7.

We believe, however, that the. concept of family impact
differs in important ways from the concept and the process
of env~ronmental impact. We think that family impact
analysis should focus primarily on existing policies,
at least for the present, while environmental impact
analysis focuses primar.ily on proposed policies or
projects.
In addition, for a variety of reasons, we
consider the subject of family impact to be more complex,
less easily defined and measured, more value-laden, more
personal and more sensitive.

--the impact of public policies on families may derive
from a law as enacted, its regulations'. th7 17vel at
which it is funded, and the ways in which i t is
implemented.
--any single public policy may affect.different.
.
families in quite different ways, given.the diversity
and pluralism of families (in terms of income ~evel,
structure, household composition, extended f':1'1ily
.
networks, stages in the life cycle, and ethnic, racial
and regional,. and neighborhood factors) •

9.

Family impact analysis is still in a developing stage..
Thus, we believe it is inappropriate at this time for
federal, state or local governments to establish
governm~nt-wide processes for family impact analysis.
In our Judgment, government consideration of mechanisms
for encouraging family impact analysis should await
the results of pragmatic efforts to test the concept
by producing pilot impact statements on selected public
policies.

10.

Because we respect the wide diversity of families and
the sensitive and personal nature of family life, we
oppose the idea of enacting a uniform, comprehensive
national family policy. We propose, instead, that means
are developed--such as family impact analysis and new
legislative initiatives where necessary--to help make
a variety of policies, in areas ranging from employment
to taxes, more sensitive and responsive to the various
needs of different families.

--any single public policy may affect mem~er7 of the
same family in quite different or conflicting ways.
The child abuse or child support enforcement Iaws
are examples.
--efforts to assess the impact on families of.a particular
policy will involve value judgments and choi7es
about trade-offs which should be made explicit. ~
--family impact analysis should focus ~n m~re.th~n
just the membership of families. While it is important
to explore whether public policies affect, for example,
marriage or divorce, it is also important to exp~ore
their effect on the economic and nurturant.functions
of families. Families continue to have primary
responsibility for providing the income necessary to
house, feed and clothe their dependent m~e~s, and
for nurturing and socializing them. Fami~y imp~c~
analysis should assess _the effect of public policies
on at least three basic family functions, and perhaps
others.

a.

The analogy of family impact analysis to environmen~al
impact analysis is useful in some respects but not in.
others. We believe it is important to encourage public

8/ see the next section of this chapt7r,fo~ our 7tat~ent on
the need to make value judgments explicit in family impact
analysis.

'
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C. VALUES IN FAMILY IMPACT ANALYSIS
The effort to assess the ways in which public policies
affect families is not a value-free exercise. The public
policies being analyzed involve value judgments. They are
based on the belief that they will be "good" for individuals,
or the economy, or the environment, or whatever.
The basic decision to focus on how public policies affect
families--rather than how they affect corporations, for example-is a value judgment. It indicates a concern for families
and an interest in making public policies sensitive to family
needs.
Even some aspects of the seemingly neutral tasks of
collecting information involve value judgments. Some of the
questions asked in family impact analysis appear to be totally
or largely value-free. It is a matter of fact how many funds
were expended on some program, or how many families received
certain kinds of benefits or services from the program. But
even the asking of such factual questions involves value
judgments. Certain questions, and certain facts, are assumed
to be more important than others.
At another level, any attempt to determine whether a
particular policy or program "strengthens" or "weakens"
families involves additional value judgments. For example,
the same set of data about the effects of day care on children
and families may lead some observers to conclude that day
care strengthens families because it permits mothers to war~
and by doing so increases families' incomes or perhaps permits
them to leave welfare. Others, looking at the same data, may
conclude that day care weakens families because it permits
shifting some of the responsibilities of child-rearing from
the family.
Just as there can be disagreement about a single value
judgment, there can be conflicts between different values.
Some people favor the food stamp program for low income
families because it helps to ensure that these families receive
the food and nutrition that they need. Others believe that
providing food stamps rather than the equivalent va~ue in cash
unnecessarily restricts the parents' freedom of choice about
how to spend their income best to meet family needs (i.e. food
versus health care versus rent), and stigmatizes them at the
supermarket where they pay by food stamps rathei; than cash •.
Conflicts of value are shown even more acutely in the question
whether Medicaid should cover the costs of abortion.
The values implicit in ·policy--choices· often :teceive
too little discussion. As Alva Myrdal wrote over thirty years
ago in a book on family policy, public officials have the
tendency "to drive values underground •.. to make the analyses

appear scientific by omitting certain basic assumptions from
the discussion". 12/ This observation could be applied as
well to policy analysts, scholars, and indeed, all citizens.
We all have a tendency to want to believe that difficult policy
choices can be made on the basis of "neutral" computer printouts or by finding just a little more data, rather than by
debating and seeking to resolve what may be fundamental value
disagreements.
Yet it would be a disservice to pretend that determina-,
tions about what "strengthens" or "weakens" families can be
based purely on data and statistics.
For these reasons, the Family Impact Seminar is committed
to stating as explicitly as possible the value assumptions
and judgments whi.ch are involved in its work and its conclu-,
sions. We recognize that this will not always be an easy
task; that there will be value judgments on which we as a
group will not agree; that there will be cases in which
general values we hold may be in conflict; and that our efforts
to be explicit may not be completely successful.
But·we will make these efforts so that those who review
our work, or conduct their own, will be reminded that this
field involves both questions of value as well as questions
of fact. We believe this is not only the most honest but also
the most effective way to help generate public debate about,
and make the policy process aware of, the ways in which public
policies affect families.
· The work of the Family Impact Seminar is based on the
following.general values:
o

We have a mutual interest in the well-being of families
and their ability to care for their members.

o

We believe that public policies affecting families
should seek to support and supplement families in the
exercise of their basic functions.

o

Where institutions share or have primary responsibility
for functions which previously were the responsibility
of families--such as the education of children--we
believe families should be informed about and have
real opportunities to influence the important institutional decisions which affect their family members.

o

As a general rule and consistent with the protection
of constitutional rights, we believe government policies
should provide families with broadened options and
choices.

12/ Alva Myrdal, Nation and Family, M.LT. Press, 1941
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o
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We believe that the diversity and pluralism of families
must be recognized and respected, Public policies
should not discriminate against or.penalize family
structures or roles--such as single-parent or twoearner families--which differ from the actual or
perceived norm or traditional structure.

CHAPTER II:

We believe that public policies designed to support
families. should give priority to those families and
family members who have least access to the needed
resources of society.

The theoretical base from which our values, preliminary
findings a~d conceptual framework emerge is that of the ecology
of human life and development. The core principle of this
approach is the assumption that human beings need to be understood in the context of the relationships in their immediate
and wider social environment. l/ Because its scope is broad
the Seminar draws upon concepts from many of the social and '
biological sciences but those which we have found most helpful have been those with an ecological perspective. This
section of our report will attempt to outline the basic
theoretical assumptions of this view. At certain points
the "ecological" approach will be contrasted with the
"individually" oriented theories which have prevailed in
many of the social sciences, helping professions· and public
policy. y

We recognize that this statement of general values is
not complete and will need further clarifications.. Other
questions about values will. arise when we examine particular
policies, and trade-offs will. heed to be weighed and discussed.
There will be a need to define more precisely what some of
these statements mean in relation to specific policies. And
some of these general values will be more relevant to some
policies than to others. It is our hope, however, that this
statement helps illustrate how family impact analysis involves
value judgments, will encourage the discussion of values in
this process, and provides a sense of the general values on
which the wprk of the Family Impact Seminar is based.
As an additional. means of assuring that.the value
questions are as explicit as possible in family impact analysis,
we recommend that the description of policy options include
a statement of the values to be furthered or supported by
each option. For example, the Child Support Enforcement Act
raises value questions about the relative responsibility of
a remarried father to his first family and to his current
family; these value questions should be spelled out in the
discussion of policy options. Similarly, child abuse programs
involve value judgments about the rights of children to a
safe and heal.thy life; these judgments should be made explicit.
Other programs addressed to family needs may value the
collection of data more highly than family privacy or confidentiality (or vice versa), and these value considerations should
be discussed.
Thus, in addition to attempting to identify the general
values on which our work is based, when assessing a particular
policy, the Family Impact Seminar will seek to state the
values and value trade-offs involved in options we discuss
or recommendations we propose. Specifically, we will attempt
to do this in the development of the Family Impact Seminar's
pilot family impact statements. 13/

13/ See Chapter III for a summary of our plans to develop
pilot family impact statements on government as employer and
foster care.

A.

STAFF WORKING PAPERS

OUR ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

In ~ecent years the environmental movement has helped
the public become aware of a principle that biologists have
Jo;.o'-:'n and st':1died for decades--namely the interdependency of
liv~ng organisms upon each other and upon the physical
environment. We have become sensitive to the fact that a
substantial change in any aspect of the environment will have
multi~le, ~eve~berating e~f7cts on the animal and plant life
that· inhabits it. In a s·irnilar, though less well -recognized
way, a number of social scientists, therapists, counselors,
and teachers have been thinking in ecological terms about the
human ?r social environment, focusing on the interdependency
of ~ocial systems and settings in which people work and live.
The7r work.demonstra~es that a change in one aspect of the
social environment will produce a chain of reactions in other
aspects of the environment. Such changes might be the result
of new technological development (such as improved birth control
or the advent of television), a change in economic conditions
(substantial rise in the standard of living or an increase in

Y

Ecology is defined broadly in Webster's dictionary as
"braI)g'.h .~.C?"t;: '?,C::i.~nce se>nce±:n~d_.:.ci,:th. the ini]:er-i;:elation.snip : ..
?f ?rganism!>. and 'their environment." . We are using . . . . ..
it in this 7hapter as referring specifically to the study of
human organisms and their social environments.

Y

idea~ presented in this section have drawn from our
meetings and discussions but in particular we owe a
considerable debt to the written work of three Seminar members-Uri7 ~ronfenbrenner, Nicholas Hobbs and Salvador Minuchin. In
addition, these three members together with Moncrieff Cochran
Seminar consultant, made very helpful comments on the first d~aft.

.The

Semi~ar

.

'
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unemployment), or of government programs (such as Social Security,
Head Start or farm price supports). In addition, changes in
family size, structure, behavior and expectations will themselves
have important effects on social systems and social programs.
Public policy as expressed through the variety of
government programs established during this century has reflected
two distinct and sometimes opposing points of view-- the
"individual" and the "environmental". From the "individual"
point of view, there are a group of programs which are
influenced by the medical model that attributes many individual, family and social problems to the various deficiencies
of individuals. These programs serve specific categories of
individuals, labelled by their type of deficiency or need,
and emphasize treatment or remediation of the deficits. The
programs offer a professional service to the isolated individual
usually within the physical setting of a professional institution. Examples of such programs are most health, handicapped
and rehabilitation programs, mental health, alcoholism and
drug treatment programs., many compensatory education programs,
and crime prevention and delinquency programs.
The social. scientists who developed the theory and
research on which this approach is based viewed human beings
primarily as isolated entities, and searched for single,
linear cause and effect determinants of behavior. Darwin and
his followers had, for example, emphasrzed genetic determinants
of behavior. Freudians emphasized the critical importance of
early experiences of the child with his mother (and sometimes
father) on later adult behavior. And although behavioral and
educational psychologists following from Skinner were among
the first to be interested in the effect of the immediate
environment on animals and humans, their studies usually
concentrated narrowly on developing stimulus and response
theories along similar linear cause and effect models. Thus,
the majority of research psychologists, educators, and mental
health professionals have been concerned piimarily with observing,
teaching, and treating children and adults as isolated
individuals in laboratories, testing rooms, classrooms, doctors'
offices and hospital wards. And their views greatly influenced
the structure and design of many health, educational and social
programs.
On the other hand, another group of social programs is
built on an awareness of the effect of the social environment
on behavior. The experiences, in particular, of the great
depression of the thirties re-emphasized what many social workers
had known for a long time, that broad economic forces beyond the
control of the individual or his/her family can profoundly
influence individual and family behavior. Economists and
policy-makers began to address the problems of poverty,
discrimination and inequality of opportunity that so strongly

shaped the social environment in which people lived. The
creation of the social security system, unemployment insurance
and income maintenance programs reflected this kind of understanding. Two more recent examples of such policies are the
Civil Rights Act with its broad scope and Head Start programs
which are specifically intended for poor children.
However, this awareness of the influence of the social
and economic context on peoples' lives did not significantly
affect tha academic laboratories or influence psychologists'
theories about human behavior until the last two decades with
the growth of ecological psychology and systems theories.
Psychologists began to study childrens' behavior in the context
of specific natural settings of family and school. Professionals
who were working with disturbed families became influenced
by various concepts borrowed from cybernetics and systems
theories. These ideas, joining with those from anthropology,
sociology and home economics--disciplines which have always
been concerned with social systems--have contributed to a
distinct shift in perspective.y An excellent_ex_ample of
this approach can be found in the Carnegie Council report
All Our Children.
Metaphorically, a shift from an individual perspective
to an ecological one is like changing from a. still camera
with a close~up lens to a movie camera with a zoom lens.
The movie camera can still focus on the fine details of a
single person but the zoom lens allows a widening of the view
to include other people and follow. the dynamic interactions
between all these elements of the picture.y
·rwo specific examples will illustrate how the assumption
of an ecological perspective influences our understanding of
public policy and programs. First, consider a poor family
needing welfare assistance. Experts, policy makers, or
citizens who assume that this need derives from some kind of
inadequacy on the part of the individual "head of household",
might recommend a solution of individual job counseling to
the potential wage earner hoping he or she would gain enough
confidence, motivation and information to find e.'!lployment.
However, an ecological perspective on this family's problem
suggests that there might be many other factors deriving
from family circumstances and elements in the immediate, or
broader social environment which could also account for the
need for welfare.

3/ As Earl Schaefer suggested in a paper he delivered to the
American Psychological Association in 1977, this kind of shift
in perspective is described in Thomas Kuhn's book The Structure
of Scientific Revolutions (University of Chicago Press) . Kuhn
says that there sometimes comes a point when divergent approaches
lead to a crisis in the dominant paradigm resulting in the development
of a new perspective and a new paradigm.
ii We owe this helpful metaphor to Salvador Minuchin.
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Such factors might be:
-- broad economic policies which caused a nationwide or local
recession and consequently fewer jobs available in that community to that family;
-- inability of the family to move to an area where there
were jobs because of insufficient funds for the move;
-- u~willingness to move because of a unique service that
the family needed which would be jeopardized by the move
{availability of a special school for a deaf child or kidney
dialysis unit for a teenage son) ;
'
-- insufficient public transportion to enable the head of
household to get to jobs which were available. in the suburbs,
and insufficient funds to buy a car to commute;
-- family responsibilities such as care of a sick family
member or a pre-school child which required the head of the
household to remain at home;
-- lack of any relatives or other members of a family's
network to help care for these family
responsibilities, and free the potential wage earrier for work;
~nforma1 ~u~port

-- lack of sufficient child care or home nursing services

in the community;
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teach, the child is being teased by other children, that he
is placed in the wrong class, or the neighborhood may be
frightening. And most importantly, and most often ignored,
the failure may be a result of long-standing problems in the
relationship between family and school. The child may be
caught in the middle of contradictory expectations and
inadequate communication between his two primary social systems-school and family. School failure is most likely to be a
product of a combination of all these factors and relationships.
However, very little current educational policy and programs,
or attitudes in teacher training reflect this ecological
understanding.
It may be helpful at this point to state the basic
theoretical assumptions of an ecological perspective that
have most relevance for family impact analysis of public
policies and programs. These assumptions are necessarily
over-simplified and do not attempt to be a comprehensive
statement of ecological theory. They are stated here in
very abstract terms. The human ecology diagram and
discussion that follows provides- more concrete illustration
of the generalizations.
Assumptions of an ecological perspective
o

An individual's needs, behavior, opportunities, values

and expectations are products of a continuous interplay
between his or her biological make-up and personality
and elements within the immediate social environment
which, in turn, reflect or are influenced by external
factors from the wider social environment.

-- insufficient technical skills or education to apply
for the jobs available in the area due to lack of vocational
program in local school.
Thus, characteristics - of many social systems which are·
to public policy decisions--transportation, education,
industry, health care, community services and the failure
_
of 7oordinatio~ b7tween these systems-- may account for an
individual family~ need.for welfare. And in fact much, though
not all, c~rent discussion about welfare policy does reflect
this ecological understanding.

o

The primary social system for most people is their
family. Even those who do not live with one or more
family members will usually have important emotional,
financial and legal ties--whether positive or negative
in nature--with family members who may live elsewhere,
such as a parent, sibling, grandparent or aunt.

A second example is a sixth grade child's failure in
school, a difficulty experienced by families of all income levels.
Some 7xperts, family memb7rs, and present educational policy
explain and treat such failure by assuming that the child
and/or his parents are. "lacking" in some way. An ecological
perspective would require attention to many other factors
and relationships that might be involved. It is indeed
possible that the child's poor eyesight, or some other family
factors maz be contribu~ing to his learning difficulty and
the 7cological perspective would consider these possibilities.
But it may also be that the teacher doesn't understand how to

o

Within any one family system--whether it is within a
household family or the extended kinship network-there are many aspects of family members' lives that
are interdependent. A cha,nge in situation, behavior
or feelings of one family member will affect other
members and may produce a series of reactions which
feed on each other. This series of reactions may
dramatically shift the whole structure and functioning
of the family, or it may be accommodated with some
minor adjustments.

o

Each family member--as economic producer and consumer,

~ubject

l
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student, patient and parishioner,. client, taxpayer and
citizen--interacts daily with a variety of social systems
which are external to the family, such as the worlds of
work, the market economy, schools and colleges, churches,
and private and public agencies. The pressui:es, demands,
expectations and opportunities which these different
systems may create for one family membe~ can p:i:ofoun~ly
affect other family members and the entire family unit.
Public policies at federal, state and local lev7ls
directly or indirectly affect many of these social
systems.
0

0

All family systems progress through a series of
predictable development. tasks, and can be expected t~
cope and adapt to a variety of normal ch<:-nges az;d crises
or stress-producing situations such as birth, sickness
or death of family members, perhaps separation and
divorce, moving, entering or leaving the work forc7,
and entering or graduating from school. Some· public
policies are addressed to these normal an~ expecte~
changes in family life (tax policies, social secu:i;i~y,
employment, educational and preventive health pol7c7es) •
Other areas of public policy are addressed to families
who experience an unusually high degree of stress or
.
·ar.e especially vulnerable and unable to cope themselves
with some of these· normal. stages of growth or change
(programs for the handicapped, premature infants,
abused children, mentally ill) •
The ability of a family to negotiate its way t~ough
these different developmental stages and cope with
normal family stress or unusual =ises·seems largely
dependent on four factors. They are the lev7l o~ .
economic resources, physical health, the availability
of supportive relationships within the illlillediate .
network, and the quality of the neighborhood setting.
Policy discussions and analyses have focused almo~t
exclusively on the first factor--the level of economic
resources. While this is of undoubted importance, an
ecological perspective also requires that we acknowledge
in public policy discussions the importanc7 of the
social context within which families function. The
informal supports which can be provided by relatives,
friends, neighbors, ministers and priests.or.lay church
members, voluntary and neighborhood associatioz;s and
clubs help families in many practical and.~otional.ways
with both the routine tasks of everyday living and in
periods of strain or trouble. The absence of such
supports frequently necessitates public or governmental
intervention.
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o

Similarly, the quality of a family's immediate neighborhood environment, the level of municipal services,
quality of housing, recreation and consumer services
profoundly affects families functioning.

o

Families are rarely passive agents or recipients of
programs and services. Like other systems they have
their own momentum, goals and actions which can create
pressures on other systems for change and response.y

o

Finally, an ecological approach places great importance
on the study of the nature of relationships between
social systems such as between work and family, social
agency and school, family and church especially with
regard to the power relationships, the rigidity or
flexibility of institutional boundaries. The quality
of the daily transactions between systems is important
in understanding the effect of one system on another.
Thus, professionals, agency staff and bureaucrats are
no longer viewed as neutral intervenors, acting upon
individuals but are themselves seen as parts of systems
which interact with other systems.

Implications of an ecological perspective: emerging trends
The increasing influence of an ecological perspective
in the social sciences, clinical work and public policy can
be expected to be followed by both minor and major changes in
research, counseling and treatment, program design and
delivery of services, professional training and broad policy
goals and directions. A few trends that are already emerging
may indicate some possible directions for these changes. In
research there is an increasing interest in interdisciplinary
studies that observe people in their natural settings and
examine the influences of the external environments on them,
and of the relationships between these settings. In the area
of counseling and mental health treatment there is a growing
trend to involve a person's entire family in the service;
when this is not possible, to provide surrogate families in
the community instead of institutionalization (foster families
and group homes) . In medical care there is a renewed interest
in family medicine and family practice, in coordinating
medical care in family health centers and in encouraging families
to become more involved in various aspects of care and medical
treatment (childbirth, rooming in, staying with sick children,
home care of the chronically ill and dying). And in some cases
professional, more aware of the limitations of their traditionally
conceived roles to "cure" individuals, are assuming new roles
as consultants, liaisons, and facilitators to systems such as
5/ One dramatic example of families acting together to create.
policy changes is the movement of parents of retarded and handicapped children which culminated in the passage of the
_
Educa,tion· for_ All Handicapped Childreµ Act in 1976 (PL94~142) .
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families, schools, day care centers, neighborhood agencies
and church groups. Finally, policy discussions about income
tax, social security, welfare, television advertising and
so forth are more frequently raising questions about the
effects of aspects of the policy on family structure and
functioning. The Family Impact Seminar is, of course, an
example of this.
In all these areas (research, service and policy) there
is much more interest in examining and working with the
strengths of families~how they cope, adapt and change
rather than concentrating only on pathology and inadequacies.
It may be helpful after this generally abstract
discussion to attempt to map out the basic elements of this
ecological perspective in visual graphic form as follows:
(over)
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system illustrating its
relationship with other
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Explanation of the ecology diagram
1. The diagram shows- a-hypothetical family--the inner 7ircle-and its relationship to specific elements of other social
systems. The household family consists of father, mother
and teenage daughter or son. One subsystem of the extended
family is shown--the mate=al grandmother and grandfather.
The. three outer concentric '71.rc;:les i;epres'7nt dif~erent general
layers of the social ecology within which this.pa7tic:ilar
family system is embedded. These layers are d~sting:uishe~
somewhat arbitrarily on the basis of the degree.of f~rmality
which characterizes the relationship of the family with the
persons and institutions that form these other ~ystems.
Thus, the outer layer contains those system7 ~hich are.most_
formal and psychologically distant from.famili7s, the inter
mediate layer those systems which comprise.a mixture of
formal and informal relationships and ~e inner layer the
most informal and the closest psychologically.

z.

A. Informal support systems: this layer conta~ns the
network of friends, extended family members, neighbors and
other informal "helpers". Relationships wi~h tJ:iese people.:.
are largely voluntary in nature, and not primaril~ c;:h~r~ct.
erized by legal or formal expectations or resp~nsibilities.
B. Quasi-formal systems: contains those.setti~gs, or
institutions with which a family has r~utine daily or . _
frequent contact in its everyday functions. Such relation
ships are generally characterized by a ~ixture of formal
relationships and responsibilities and informal and more
intimate relationships (such as with a colleague at ~erk,
teacher at school, or fellow member of a ch~ch committee)·
c. Formal systems: This out7r layer contains the set of
more formal often bureaucratic and goverrun_ental systems
with which ~ family relates rather "dis~antly" through a set
of formal procedures, rules and regulations.
shaded both to
3. The boundaries between the la.ye.rs are
ture of relationth
highlight the importance of examining
e na
ships between systems, and to i~dic~te ~hat they are.not
rigid or dense. Thus, certain institutions do not.fit .
neatly into any one layer but straddle the boundaries ana
may lean more towards one category ratJ:ier than the other, 1
depending on the specific institu~ion 7nvol".ed. For.examp e,
a family may experience its relationships w7th,a ~edical d
service system as impersonal and burea~cratic 7f it atten s
a large hospital and its clinics, but if a family doctor
or neighborhood health center is giv~ng the care, their
experience may be more personal and informal.
4. The pie':.shaped shaded segm7nts ii;cl1:1ci~ the specific
members of systems or institutions within the general
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ecology with which individual family members relate directly.
(These specific elements--school, work, scout group, social
club, church--are themselves microsystems, or members of such,
and relate in particular ways to many of the other systems.
These relationships could be represented diagrammatically
by overlapping circles, or with connecting arrows, but these
were omitted for the sake of clarity of the diagram.)
5.
Ideology--or social and personal values--and technology
are not represented on this diagram but have tremendous impact
on the type and quality of interactions between social systems.
But since they influence the nature of almost all the relationships pictured they should most appropriately be conceived
of as two separate overlays on the entire diagram.
6.
This diagram is necessarily a static picture of a complex
set of relationships which are, in reality, constantly in
movement. Clearly, a single event or change in one set of
relationships in this social ecology is likely to set off a
series of reactions which can be traced through different
layers of the ecology and which affect different elements
of the system.
Specific examples of two. events occuring to this
hypothetical family will illustrate the point.
EVENT A
o The father of a. middle income family who has had a steady
job for ten years with an aircraft manufacturing company is
laid_ off because the company lost a Defense Department contract.
o He receives unemployment insurance and registers at the
employment service (outer layer Cl but the family suffers a
considerable drop in income. Mother gets a job at the local
supermarket, which means that she has to stop volunteering
in the local elementary school (layer Bl . Father becomes
depressed and spends a lot more time at home than he used to.
Tension mounts at home, and father starts drinking too much,
nagging his wife and complaining about his daughter's
lackadaisical attitude, sloppiness and that she doesn't do
her share of home chores.
o Partly as a result of these tensions, daughter starts
truanting from high school with increasing frequency. However,
she continues with her church teen club activities and picks
up a paper route job in the afternoons. Mother's high blood
pressure worsens. She has a series of appointments with the
doctor, hospital clinics, school personnel, and truant officer
and has to appear with her daughter in juvenile court. Mother
is frustrated because nobody at the school seems to have a
good relationship with her daughter, or have any help to offer her.
o Eventually, both parents and daughter sit down with their
local priest who has been a help to them before in time of
trouble. Their discussion doesn't resolve any of the depression

i'
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- 25 and tensions but it does enable the daughter to ask if she
can go and live with an aunt to whom she feels very close.
Her parents reluctantly agree to her leaving home. Father
is encouraged by the priest to enroll in a government
employment and training program (CETA).

CHAPTER II:
B.

EVENT B
o Grandmother and grandfather live across town in an
apartment. They receive social security and Medicare, and
one hot meal a day from "Meals on Wheels" (a branch of the
Senior Citizen program) • Grandmother has chronic diabetes,
gets increasingly ill and cannot be cared for by her
elderly husband.
o Neither the family nor Medicare can pay for the home
nursing service which would make it possible for grandparents
to stay in their independent apartment. The only other
alternative, apart from institutionalization in a nursing
home which is not acceptable to the family's values, is to
have the grandparents move in with them.
o Mother must then quit her job at the supermarket, as she
feels she needs to stay at home to care for her mother and
father. Their moving in makes it much less likely that their
teenage daughter will return from living with her aunt and
cousin since the house is too small to have four adults and
a noisy teenager.
These two events are not extraordinary ones. The outcomes
would have been different, and by most criteria worse, if the
family did not have the income available from the unemployment
insurance, if the mother had not been able to supplement their
income by going to work, if they had not had a helpful priest
to turn to in their stress, if there had been no family member
such as the aunt to offer help to the daughter, and if there
were no retraining programs for the father to enroll in.
However, the outcome might have been better if medical care
had been integrated for this family, if home nursing care had
been available on Medicare, if the school system could have been
more supportive to the family in counseling them with their
daughter, and if they had greater economic resources (to have
a bigger home, pay for nursing care themselves).
The outcomes might have been different too, if this family
had worked actively with other families to get a home nursing
service established in the collUllunity, or had been less easily
discouraged by the contacts with the high school.

***

***

***

The graphic sketch of the elements and relationships in
the hillnan ecology has been necessarily much over-simplified
and abstracted. There is no way that one diagram can present
the true color, texture, variety and movement to the multitude
of family circumstances and settings. The next section will
explore in much greater detail the different ways in which
policy, through a variety of institutional systems, affects
families in all their diversity and in different contexts.

STAFF WORKING PAPERS

AN EVOLVING FRAMEWORK AND CHECKLIST FOR FAMILY IMPACT
ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION
/

The Seminar's preliminary general;findings and its ecological perspective indicate the highly complex and valueladen nature of developing family impact sta€ements. It is
clearly not a simple matter to identify and describe what
effects a particular policy or program has on families. l/
It is even more difficult to measure these effects and decide whether they are beneficial or harmful. Thus, our
first year of work has embued us with a sense of caution:
we recognize the need to be realistic in our expectations
and open minded about the costs and benefits of the family
impact approach at such an early stage of its development.
We remain convinced, however, that our work--and that of
others who are conducting similar efforts--is uncovering and
highlighting some very important questions. Like any new
area of study, family impact analysis will only develop the
necessary tools and methodologies in response to generating
significant and creative questions.
our first task has been to find a methodical way of
organizing our formulation of these questions, and of reviewing
and collecting information which will adequately take account
of the complex ways in which "policy affects families. We
are developing two tables to facilitate this. These two
tables help alert us to the different elements of program
implementation and service delivery which need to be considered
in family impact (Table I) and to the different dimensions
of family functioning, structure and context (Table II) that
an ecological perspective suggests are salient.

For reasons of clarity and style in this chapter of the
report, we will henceforth only refer to family impact
analysis of a single program. It should be understood,
however, that we hope this suggested method for analysis
might also be used to apply to a group of related programs, a broad policy area, or a set of governmental
or institutional administrative practices.

---·- ---
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- 26 EVOLVING FRAMEWORK:

TABLE I - PUBLIC POLICY DIMENSIONS

LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT
This chapter presents and discusses these two tables.
Further, through considering the relationships between the
identified elements in both tables, we are gradually identifying
a series of questions that we refer to as "family impact
questions." Such questions need to be distinguished from
questions that would be routinely asked in any program
evaluation or policy analysis with a different focus.
Both
the tables and the checklist are evolving; we expect them to
be changed and refined as we continue our work and obtain
reactions to them from others. Hence; both tables indicate
by their "other" columns that additional categories may need
to be added.
Thus, the aim here is to outline a general, comprehensive framework upon which family impact statements might
be built. However, we hope this discussion and the family
impact questions will also be helpful to studies or analysis
with a more limited or specific focus: studies that may be
interested in examining not the impact of an entire program,
or policy, but the impact of one regulation, or of one
service delivery program.
TABLE I:

PUBLIC POLICY COMPONENTS (see next page)

A thorough review of the impact of any federal program
or policy should first carefully identify the different
operational levels and components of the actual or proposed
program, and is essential background information for the
family impact analysis. This table schematically lists the
different levels and components of a program. A brief
description will be given of each of these elements throughout
all phases of implementation.
(The next chapter and the
appendix on data briefly discuss sources for obtaining such
information.)
·
LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT: Federal, State, Local (Columns A, B, C)
Most federal programs are implemented through several
layers of bureaucracy involving state and local government
or regional and local divisions of federal agencies. There
are, of course, programs such as some research and demonstration programs, tax programs or financial benefit programs
which are administered directly from the federal bureaucracy
in Washington. Depending on the design of the program,
these levels of government may act simply as a conduit
through which a program passes, with decision making and
monitoring remaining at the federal level. Most often,
however, there are various points at which state and local
levels of government have an opportunity to make some
decisions and shape the nature of the program. The degree
to which these choices and decisions are delegated by the
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federal government is usually spelled out in the original
legislation, through regulations (often in the form of
funding involved i.e., direct grants, formula grants, block
grants, revenue sharing). These all specify the degree to
which the state or local government has freedom to exercise
choices about program priorities, funding levels, program
design, eligibility questions, etc., and will account for
the variations in implementation found between states and
even localities. In addition, decisions at different levels
of the judicial system may need to be identified as sometimes
having considerable effect on program implementation.
We suggest then that i t is very important, when reviewing
the different components of a program, to identify which
governmental level is the source of. the particular impact
under consideration. Asking how the aspect or program
component under study could be changed would generally help
to identify whether the source of control and decisions is
at the local, state or federal level.
IMPLEMENTATION:

Components and Value Assumptions

Listed as rows on this table are seven separate categories of components of policy implementation. We suggest
that these components should be discussed from two points of
view. First, a careful description of their objective
characteristics is. needed; e.g., the wording of the law, the
level of dollar appropriations, and the type of agency
delivering the services. Secondly, an attempt should be
made to clarify the value assumptions that may be implied in
the working of the law, the specific fundings levels, or the
orientation of the type of agency. These value assumptions
may sometimes be explicit, but are often buried, and i t may
not be possible to identify them. However, a separate subcolumn for value assumptions is put in this table to highlight
the need for identifying the values at each level and component
of policy implementation.
1.
Laws: In focusing on the authorizing legislation for a
federal program, the act, series of acts or amendments need
to be identified and described.
(Occasionally, the authority
for a program, or amendment to a program, is established by
an executive order of the President and there is no legislation.)
Such legislation often has several sections, and
usually states in a preamble the overall objectives or
purposes of the legislation. This statement may provide an
orientation to the value preferences or ideology which frame
the design of the program.
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.
It is important to remerru,er that the legislative process
is one of gradual accommodation to various, often conflicting
interests and poi~ts of view. Any one program may represent '
at best a compromise and, therefore, have no consistent or
clear set of guiding values or principles behind it. More
often a program may be an expression of several rather
different values or objectives which may sometimes even
conflict with each other. For example, Head Start and
Follow Through programs with multiple objectives and several
groups of potential beneficiaries. The AFDC program is
7augh~ between often contradictory objectives of adequate
income maintenance and of providing sufficient incentives to·
seek employment. A scrutiny of the committee hearings and
floor debate at different stages of the passage of the
legislation may shed considerable light both on the political
process and objectives and values represented by the final
legislation.
·

If state or local programs are under consideration
and local ordinances should be identified
in this section. Federal legislation may stimulate passage
of state laws on a. closely similar subject--to
·
bring the state law into compliance with federal guidelines
in order to receive the funding. This has been true for
.
'
instance,
as a result of the Child Abuse Prevention and
Treatment Act of 1974, and will be true of the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act of 1976. Related state laws on
the.same subject which will clearly affect the implementation of the federal program should be identified in this
row.
(Laws regarding other related programs need to be
addressed in row 7.)

~tate. l.egislation

Court interpretation of the law (whether at federal,
state or local level) needs to be reviewed as it may further
clarify the objectives and values, and may substantially
affect program operation.
2.
Regulations: Regulations establish the guidelines for
the implementation of the law. They interpret the meaning
of the law, and outline specific criteria for carrying it
out. At the federal level, regulations are drawn up by the
ag7ncy that administers the program.
The. Federal Register
prints proposed regulations, in order to receive comment
from other experts and the public, and final regulations.
The Congressional committee which originated the legislation
?ften reviews an~ sometimes comments on proposed regulations,
infrequently making them the subject of hearings.
Sometimes
when the legislation is loosely written, the interpretations
by the regulations can substantially modify the original
intent of the legislation. This appears to occur most
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frequently when the Executive Branch is not supportive of
the objectives or funding of the legislation (as in the case
of revised regulations for Title IV-A of the Social Security
Act (Social Services) proposed in 1973).

into the program will often yield much useful information.
For example, there are a variety of ways in which state
governments receive greater federal reimbursement if a
patient receives health care in a hospital institution
rather than in the home.

Similarly, there is considerable leeway in some programs
for the state government, through its own regulatory process
or courts, to make interpretive rulings which modify the
program even further. Also, the federal statutes or regulations may allow certain options for the state but not require
them. A well-known example of this is the changes in the
AFDC program which permitted the state to give payments to
families in which the unemployed father was present in the
household.
(Only half of the states chose to exercise this
option.)

4.
Administrative Practices: Administrators at all levels
frequently need to make decisions about allocation of scarce
resources, or develop certain procedures based an assumptions
~r preferences, that may have important impact on the policy
implementation process. Sometimes these decisions or procedures
are formally written in memoranda,- often they are. simply
accepted practice. This is a difficult and often subjective
area in which to collect information.

Federal laws or regulations can also grant discretion
to agencies at the local level, or simply be subject to
differing interpretations in practice. One relevant example
reported to us concerned several localities where the office
that administers unemployment insurance benefits insists
that the person collecting the unemployment check not bring
his or. her children to the office. We are told that this is
a purely local interpretation of a federal regulation that
the recipient show evidence that he/she is "ready and able"
to work.
3.
Funding: It will be necessary to identify and describe
both the levels of funding authorized in the initial legislation, and the levels which were actually appropriated.
There may be a considerable difference between these.
In
addition, since some programs depend on matching amounts
provided at state and local levels, it may be necessary to
assess the actual expenditures on the program, possibly by
state.
Tracking the flow of funds into different program
activities will be helpful in assessing to what extent
certain program goals are being addressed or neglected.
Sometimes, the levels of funding are quite inadequate and
administrative decisions are made which give priority to
certain program activities and neglect others.
(For example,
an important question in our foster care study will be to
try to assess what proportion of the funds are spent on
activities which attempt to reunify the child with the
biological family which is one of the goals of the foster
care legislation.)
A careful examination of the various mechanisms by
which financial incentives or disincentives are built

5.
B".mefi ts/Services Delivery Characteristics: Impact
analysis will need ta probe the complicated depths of "implementation" at the level of delivery of services. This is a
relatively neglected area of social policy analysis. Traditionally, social policy analysis has been more concerned
with descriptive evaluation or cost/benefit analysis. •rhese
approaches usually concentrate on ultimate program impact
and/or questions of program efficiency without examining the
institutional means of achieving that effect. ~/
For family impact purposes, such kinds of traditional
am;lysis is not sufficient. We need ta analyze the ways in
which the program is actually administered at the local
level which may result in the programs' goals being faithfully executed, effectively undermined, or some mixture of
success and failure.
We suggest then that at the heart of much family impact
analysis will be a thorough exploration of how programs
actually work, primarily with respect to whether the design,
structure, and day-to-day operations of programs are sensitive to the needs and realities of families who are affected
b'( them. The.aspects of service delivery which are highlighted on this table are those which seem most salient to
fami~y impact analysis.
They are to some degree overlapping
and influence each other; for example, agency staff's high
caseloads are frequently cited as the cause for many insensitive practices.

y

See Erwin C. Hargrove, The Missing Link: The Study of
Implementation of Social Policy, Washington,
D.C. The Urban Institute, 1975.
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a.
Auspices: Most programs are administered through
various bureaucratic levels of government. Ultimately, the
service or benefit is delivered at the local level by a
unit which has the direct contact with the clients or
beneficiaries. Such units can be public or private schools,
hospitals, clinics, social agencies, and offices of local
government services.
(Some laws permit wide discretion in
the selection of the local delivery agencies so that a
single program--such as child care--might be delivered by
schools in one location and in a church, or family day care
home in another, etc.) These units will have varying degrees
of autonomy with regard to decisions about crucial elements
of their program. When identifying the unit, i t would be
important to find out to whom that unit is responsible, and
what decisions it can and cannot make.
Private agencies are frequently the recipients of
government funding and come under various constraints in
their: operation because of this. Also, the private sector
agency may be guided by a somewhat different set of values
than a public sector agency.
b.
Staffing: Staf.fing patterns and ratios, nature
and level of professionalization need to be described. It
is important also to identify the various institutional and
bureaucratic characteristics that influence the staff. These
can considerably shape the nature of the program, impeding
or facilitating its objectives. The nature of the professional
training, attitudes and values of the professionals and
bureaucrats, work rules and employment practices, and factors
arising from union membership all may be elements of a
program that have significant family impact.
c.
Convenience and Accessibility: The hours that a
service unit is open and its physical accessibility have
profound impact on the ability of families to use the service or obtain the benefit. These factors could be particularly important to families with low incomes who do not have
private transportation, to single parents who are employed
or two earner families. The centralization of medical services in hospital complexes and limited schedules of outpatient clinics have, for example, resulted in overburdening
the emergency rooms of large hospitals with families who are
simply seeking primary health care. Similarly, for a variety
of reasons, employed parents who wish to, or are requested
to. have a conference with school personnel, are faced with
the difficult choice: they can either take time off from
work (which lower income families can ill afford to do and
which is even difficult for many middle income families), or
they find that they cannot be as supportive of their child's
functioning in school as they would want to be.
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children in foster care can only visit them within the welfare office; and the absence of a person available in emergency rooms or critical care units to support a family in
a time of stress.
It is apparent that such insensitive practices are much
more collUllon in programs that are primarily designed for or
used by poor families. However, they are not uncollUllon in
services (whether private or public) that are used by middle
class families.
It is as important to describe and evaluate good and
sensitive practices and administration as insensitive ones,
since such positive aspects can provide exemplary models of
what is indeed possible. 3/
f.
Nature of Relationship Between Program (Service
Unit) and Families: A second group of more subjective
questions focuses on the nature of the relationship between
families and the unit and professionals who staff it. What
kind of input do parents or family members have in determining the general shape of the programs? Are they asked
for advice, consulted, asked for feedback? In ~hat respect
is the program accountable to families? What kind of contacts do staff delivering services focused on children have
with their parents? What are the channels of collUllunication?
In situations of services for adult family members--adult
hospital patients, or handicapped clients--to what extent do
the professionals or bureaucrats communicate with, ask for
the support of, and listen to the adult client's family
members?
6.
Related Programs/Policies: Programs may often be administered by other gover=ental uni ts or departments that are airected
at the same target group or address the same need or problem
·
as the program under analysis. For instance, approximately
20.programs from all three divisions of HEW aim to affect
teenage pregnancy and its outcome. It is important to identify
such related programs and consider what their effect is on
the program in question; whether they share similar assumptions and goals, and whether they complement, compete, or
undermine each other. For example, policies of deinstitutonalization in the juvenile justice and mental health system
have appeared to place increasing demands on the foster
care programs.

The studies conducted by the Children's Defense Fund
are a good illustration of this point. See especially,
Doctors and Dollars Are Not Enough (refer to Appendix Bl .

7.
Related Laws and Court Decisions: Certain programs
have to operate within a framework of already established
family law parameters--namely, the set of decisions and
opinions interpreting the Constitution and state laws which
legally frame the rights and obligations of family members
to each other and the limits to governmental and institutional interference with the rights and powers of families.
This is a rapidly changing field of law, and although the
primary focus of change is at 'the state level, several
Supreme Court decisions and new federal legislation have
profoundly affected the directions in the field. Examples
of recent decisions are:
granting of due process rights for
families and children in juvenile court; children's rights
to seek medical treatment under certain circumstances without
parents' consent; parents' and childrens' rights to see
school records; constitutional decisions about the legality
of abortion; and a variety of federal and state child abuse
and neglect laws.
Whereas many of these laws and decisions deserve to be
regarded as appropriate policies for family analysis in
their own right, they do also affect the shape, design and
implementation of other programs. For instance, family
planning, drug abuse prevention, V.D. prevention, and run~
away youth programs must operate within the national and
state framework of the related rights and responsibilities
of adolescents and their parents. This can be quite complicated because of variations within states which, for example,
differ considerably with respect to the rights of adolescents
to sign for their own medical treatment, and de.fine "emancipated minors" in different terms.
An attempt should be made to describe the implicit or
explicit value assumptions of these family law provisions;
i.e., of the relationship between the rights and responsibilities of family members to each other, and of families to
outside authorities, including government.
These values may
at times be in conflict with the assumptions upon which the
program is based.
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TABLE II:

FAMILY DIMENSIONS (see next page)
A. "fl'l!mi?e.,..ship

The different components of policy implementation,
emanating from or through different levels of government,
have effect on aspects of family functioning and may, in
fact, be designed in response to the needs and conditions of
family functions.
The second table in. our evolving framework presents and describes broad aspects of family functioning. However, examination of policy impact also needs to
take account of the different attributes of families-differences of socioeconomic condition, structure, and
context. Table II shows how impact on family functioning
needs to be examined through a series of different perspectives or lenses which focus on differences between
families (differences of need, structure and responsibility)
and highlight certain aspects of the immediate environment
(or social context) which gives specific content to the
position of individuals within families, and to the diversity
of family life.
The different elements are schematically represented on
Table II (see next page).· The three columns--A, B, c-identify a broad typology of three groups of family functions:
1) Membership; 2) Economic; and 3) Nurturant, which are
described and defined below. The seven rows identify overlapping
dimensions of family structure, conditions and contexts
within which families function. This table, like Table I,
includes room for additional. dimensions which may evolve
from attempts to analyze policies in family impact terms.
Interspersed amidst the description of the different
factors are examples of general "family impact questions"
which should help frame the analysis. Some of these questions
will overlap with each other to some degree.
FAMILY FUNCTIONS
Sociologists have identified a number of separate
though related family functions.
For example, the family as
a productive economic unit is often differentiated from the
family as a consuming unit. The functions of a family as
the vehicle for expression of intimacy and affection is
often identified as a separate function from its role in
the socialization of its members. !/ However, for purposes of

Two recently developed typologies are presented by
Robert Rice in his new book, American Family Policy:
Content and Context, and by Paul Mattessich in one of
the papers published by the Minnesota Family Study
Center, Taxonomies for Family Impact Analysis.
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family impact analysis of public policies grouping these
functions into three broad categories seems to be most
useful. A program may be designed specifically to have
impact on one group of functions, but have a secondary or
unintended effect on another group of functions.
For example,
a job placement program which helps a parent provide economically
for the family may secondarily improve his relationship with
his wife and children.
In addition, the table highlights two aspects of family
functioning which are considered to be of special relevance
to program planning and service delivery: the roles of
family as coordinator and mediator.
A.
Membership Functions: Since families are the primary
social group or building block of society, the first primary
f=ction of families in society is that of self.-definition
and maintaining continuity. This function is carried out_ by
·that set of actions or events which define family membership-establishing who belongs, enters or leaves a family. Since
the seminar's definition of family includes both household
and kinship relationships, the actions or events which
define family membership include birth, death, marriage,
divorce, adoption and establishment of household units-family members deciding on living together or living apart.
Public policy and programs both directly and indirectly
influence these decisions and actions.

Economic.Support and Consumer Functions:

s of it~ membe~s.
Family members perform these functions
rough their ability to generate income, secure housing
and b~y fo~d, clothing and other necessities. A famil
'
exercises its economic choices through patterns of
th

con~umption.

.
. Many broad· economic policies affect these functions
indirectly ti;.rough affecting the levels of unemployment
cost of credit, and rate of inflation. However exampl~s of
programs which are directly addressed to helpin~ families
carry out t.J:ese basic functions are:
unemployment benefits
welfare assistance, social security benefits; job training '
and co':1nseling programs; housing subsidies, loans, and tax
dheduct:ions for mortgage interest payments; tax credits for
c ild care, etc.
Questions that arise in considering impact
th
functions· include:
on
ese

o

0

Examples of programs which directly affect me.'!lbership
of families are family planning programs and funding of
abortion; foster care and adoption; divorce laws; custody
decisions( health programs' funding intensive care services
to premature babies or providing kidney· dialysis machines
and treatment; provisions within the Internal Revenue Code
which penalize two-earner families at some income levels and
thereby may act as a disincentive to marriage; or the disincentives within the social security benefits for a widow and
widower to marry; health care or penal programs which emphasize
deinstitutionalization and community or home-based care.

o

To ":'h'7-t extent d~es the program enable the recipient
families to.fulfill their economic support functions
more effectively? Does i t increase or decrease
the.l~vel'of economic resources available to
families?
Does the program provide incentives for other
persor:s or institutions to "take ove.r" these
functions? Or does i t provide resources which
help to suppler;ier:t family roles and thereby
strengthen families' own abilities to provide
support on their own?
For example, welf'7-re a7sistance with no accompanying
services--c'?ur,i:seling, JOb training, or job creation-to help fa.in.:-lies become more self-supporting may,
by enco':1raging l~ng.dependency, substitute publ.ic
for family functioning. And fail.ure to give payments to.families for "home-based" nursing services
m'7-y re7ult.in long term hospitalization or institutionalization--a way of substituting for family. ~

Basic family impact questions with regard to the impact
of programs on this members.tiip function include:

o

A second

~~~~ary f~nction of families is to provide the basic material

0

'What effects does the program have on family
membership and stability? What incentives or
disincentives are provided to marry, have children, separate or divorce?

What definition or concept of family is used by
the pro~ram t~ ~efine eligibility? What effect
doe7 th7s definition have on family stability or
7olidarity? That is, what secondary effects does
i t ha~e '?n the membership dimension of family
functioning?

What incentives or disincentives exist for family
members to live together or live independently?
~

See ~obert.M. Moroney, The Family and The State:
Considerations for Social Policy (London & New York·
Longman, 1976).
·
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To what extent does the program allow or restrict
the recipient families' range of choice in exercising these functions? For example, food stamps
restrict choice more. than provision of cash assistance, as does the provision of public housing
compared to rent subsidies.

Some of the family impact questions that seem most
salient to this dimension of functioning are:
o

in need, does it reflect an understanding of
the r~les that other family members may play in
contributing to the individual's need or problem?

c.

Nurturant, Health and Socializing Functions: The third
major group of family functions centers around the role of
·families to rear and nurture their young and care for their
other dependents in non-economic terms--encouraging and
supporting their children's physical, intellectual and emotional growth and development, and providing each family
member--whether adult or child--with psychological sustenance,
opportunities for expressions of intimacy, and socialization
sufficient to integrate them into the wider community (into
the worlds of school, work, recreation, friendships, etc.).
This concept clearly covers a very wide range of functions, many of which are loosely defined. However, a number
of government programs aim primarily at affecting these
aspects of family functioning; for example, health services,
nutrition and other preventive health education programs §./;
all education programs; soc~al service programs providing a
variety of support services especially to "vulnerable"
family members and individuals (mentally ill, elderly,
handicapped, abused and neglected children, pre-school
children, runaway youth, etc.); crime and delinquency
prevention programs; and penal institutions.
Assessment of a program's effects on this dimension of
family functioning will involve much more subjective data-when the data exists at all--and many more value judgements
as compared with assessment in the other functional areas.
Also, it will frequently be the case that a program whose
prime purpose is to affect the membership dimension or
economic support dimension will secondarily affect, for
example, an adult's ability to provide psychological support
to other members of the f:amily.

Health care programs clearly affect both the membership and the nurturant functions of families.
For
organizational clarity, we have chosen to illustrate
the dimensions by emphasizing preventive and regular
health care and health education in the nurturant
dimension--as they tend to be focused on health
maintenance. And acute care services are identified as
affecting the membership dimension as they tend to
emphasize prolonging of lives (and hence, family
membership) .

~en the program is aimed at aJ:L.individual

o

Does the program reflect understanding of the
roles that other family members--including family
members not living in the household--may be able
to play in alleviating the need or helping to
solve the problem?

o

What effects does the program have on these different aspects of family functioning, the ability
to nurture, care for 1 be intimate with other
family members? If there is no clearly objective
way to measure these effects, by what process
can such effects be identified and described?

The Coordinating and.Mediatin~ Roles in Family Functioning:
As.more ~nd ~ore.family functJ.ons are shared with public and
private institutions, and as modern society becomes more
'complex, specialized and fragmented, the roles that family
members perform in coordination and mediation become of
crucial importance-. As our diagram seeks to indicate these
roles ~re neces~ary in carrying out the three basic groups
of family function we have described. Although these twin
roles may be seen to have special importance when families
have children, they are al.so important in families with only
adult members.
a.

Family as Coordinator:

Daily, even hourly, family

membe~s p7rform multifaceted roles which include planning,

coordinating and executing the multitude of economic and
nurturing activities required to ensure the health, safety
and well-being of their family members.
In the nuclear
'
family model, the heaviest burden of this role has traditionally
be7n assumed by the female parent. However, in many families,
this role was always shared with extended kin and older
child~en who ~ould share in the babysitting, housework,
shoppi~g, taking·to appointments, financial management and
~udgeting, etc.
With the increasing participation of women
in the labor force, i t becomes clear that fathers, and
often all the children are as·suming greater management and
coordinating responsibilities.
It is ~nusual for a government program to focus specif icall.y on this aspect of family functioning (although the
h~me economics programs supported by the agricultural extension programs are a notable exception). However, it seems
important that any critical analysis of a program should

~

.i

-

keep this aspect of family functioning firmly in view,
especially at the level of service delivery. For example,
both the employed single parent and two-earner families with
young children can experience considerable difficulties
coordinating and managing the complex demands of work and
family, in part as a result of the inflexible hours and
schedules of work and service programs during the adults'
normal working hours. 21
The vast majority of families who have limited budgetary
resources need to exercise a considerable degree of financial/
management and planning skills, especially in times of high
inflation or when families experience periods of unemployment.
Government policies may directly affect the difficulty of
such tasks through compLex tax codes, and policies which
affect credit and other consumer practices.
In highlighting families' executive function the report
of the Carnegie Council on Children says, "The parent today
is usualLy a coordinator without voice or authority, a
maestro trying to conduct an orchestra of players who have
never met and who play from a multitude of different scores,
each in a notation the conductor cannot read. If parents
are frustrated it is no wonder." Y
Family impact questions which focus on this perspective
of family functioning are:
0

21

Is the program founded on a realistic understanding
of families' lives in terms of this management
function? Does the program, especially at the
level of service delivery, enhance or diminish
the abiLity of families to orchestrate the many
interlinked facets of their lives?

The Seminar is exploring these questions in its pilot
family impact study on government as employer in which
the focus in on hours of work practices.
(See Chapter
All Our Children.
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(See Appendix)

o

When a program is designed for individual family
members rather than the family as a unit, to
what extent does it complicate and hinder the
families' coordinating functions? ~/

b.
Family as Mediator: A second aspect of family functioning which needs highlighting because of its important
poiicy implications is the role of family as mediator.
Berger and Neuhaus have recently described the family as one
of four mediating structures "that stand between an indivi-dua1- in his private life and the frustrations of public
life." 10/
We interpret this concept in terms of government
programs as follows-.-the family's mediating role, as
expressed through its attitudes, values and behavior,
affects the extent to which an individual knows about;
percreives, uses and benefits from a public program. In order
to exercise this role effectively family members need to
have appropriate information, to have the opportunity to
ask questions, and to be involved in ways which will ensure
that they will follow through and support the service or
benefit offered. In practice, this kind of relationship· can
usually only be created when famiJ.ies do not perceive themselves as passive recipients, but when they are respected
--- -and offered opportunities to have input of some kind themselves
into the individual decisions or overall design of the
program.
This concept of the need to "empower" families is one
major theme of All Our Children and To Empower People. In
different ways these books forcefully describe the sense of
bewilderment, powerlessness, and alienation

For example, in any one week a mother may need to
go to three separate hospital clinics or doctor
offices for her infant, her five year old and for
herself. The growing number of one stop supermarkets
and shopping centers that are open in evenings and
weekends suggests that some parts of the private
business sector are more responsive to families'
orchestrating role than public institutions such
as schools or hospitals.
To Empower People, Berger & Neuhaus. The other three
such mediating structures they describe as neighborhood, church, and voluntary associations.

l
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that often confront individuals and their families when they
have to .deal ~ith.b~reaucracies, institutions and professionals.
The fre<i1:1ent in<;-bility.of the family to perform this mediating
role is increasingly cited as an important reason for the
ineffectiveness of many of the most well-intentioned public
policies. Asking certain family impact questions might help
to uncover concrete ways in which programs could strengthen
instead of weaken this mediating role and thereby "empower"
families.
To what extent does the program communicate
with the family, and share the knowledge and
information necessary to enable the family
to exercise its responsibilities and make
informed choices?

0

To what extent does the program respect and recognize the family unit's right and need to become
an active part of the service, either in decisions
about one of its own members (e.g., a child's
placement in special class in school) or to
give input into the basic design and running
of the program (serving on advisory committees,
boards, or providing consumer evaluations)?

0

FAMILY TYPES

There are many ways of describing differences among
family types. We have identified three different lenses
through which to view families:
each family having an
ascribed socioeconomic status; having a particular structure; and being at a certain stage o.f family development.
l.
socioeconomic Characteristics: This designation is a
familiar one and is used as a variable in most policy
analysis.
The socioeconomic status is ascribed usually to
the household head and not to the family as a whole, and is
derived from a combination of points on a scale of income,
education, and class of occupation.
The relevant family impact questions here are familiar
ones:

I

0

To what extent is the program designed for
families with specific socioeconomic status?

0

What socioeconomic groups in fact use or benefit
from the program?

0

If a program is available to families of all
income levels, is it in fact used by all types
of families? And if not, why not?
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o

To what extent do eligibility requirements mean
that benefits or services are denied to farnilies
who are just above the minimum level of income?
What is the effect of this arrangement? Does it
act as a disincentive to people to improve their
socioeconomic situation because they will then
be ineligible for related benefits?

o

On what grounds does the program decide that
it must interfere with the autonomy or limit
the choices of one socioeconomic group of families
in order to protect or benefit other famil.ies?

2.
Structure: There are many different ways to view and
describe family structure. We have selected for this framework those perspectives which appear to have most relevance
for discussions of public policy.
These perspectives concern
the roles within a family with children (one parent, two
parent) ; the nature of kinship relations (primarily nuclear
or extended) ; the relationship of family members to the
labor market (unemployed, one wage earner, two or more wage
earners); continuity of generations (family of orientation
or procreation) ; family stability over time (whether a
family is a primary, separated or reconstituted-throughremarriage unit); and finally, there are de facto families
which perform essential family functions but are not related
by marriage, blood or adaption (informal or formal foster
care and informal adoptions) .
These perspectives naturally overlap and are interdependent. Any one family will fit into several of these
categories. However, there are many examples of specific
programs or policies in which one of these perspectives
seems most salient for illuminating the family impact
issues.
Robert Hill has emphasized that an objective
analysis must be cautious about confusing structure with
function, and stereotyping certain kinds of structure as
ipso facto pathological (e.g., black single parent matriarchal families) .
Thus, it is important when examining structure to
ask further questions about the contexts within which
families operate, which are discussed in following pages.
Clearly employed single parent families will in general
have a lower income and a greater need for child care or
flexible working hours than will a two parent family.
However, between single parent families, the degree of
difficulty they experience will depend significantly not
only on the level of income but also the existence of other

'I
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supports from extended family, neighborhood and community.
These supports may in fact be more available in lower
income groups and for blacks and certain other ethnic
groups than for middle income white families.
Further examples of policy where it is important to
distinguish between families with different structures are
income tax provisions which penalize two earner families
above a certain income level, or social security provisions
which "discriminate" against the work of a housewife in a
one ea=er family, as compared to the work of an employed
wife in a two earner household; programs which fail to offer
incentives for, or actually discriminate against, extended
family members providing help (foster care and child care);
and programs designed to prevent pregnancy or support teenage
mothers which exclusively focus on the family of procreation
(her and her child) and ignore the role of her family of
orientation (her parents and siblings) and of the father of
her child. Lastly, several government programs, including
the ChiJ.d Support Enforcement Act, raise. complicated iss':1e~ . .
concerning the competing support obligations and responsibilities
of parents who have been t.."lrough divorce and remarriage.
Some of the many family impact questions that arise in
consideration of these structural issues are therefore:
o

Is the program targeted only on families of
a certain kind of structure?

o

Is the program aware of the differences in need and
situation of families with different structures?

o

Does the program affect families with different
structure in different ways? Is it biased towards
or against certain kinds of structures?

o

Does the program make vaJ.ue assumptions about
effective famiJ.y functioning based soleJ.y on
infonnation about structure?

3.
Families at Different Life Cycle Stages: Another.lense
through which to view famiJ.ies is to focus on the varying
impact of policies or programs on families at different:
stages in the life cycle: newly married couples; f~i~ies
with young chiJ.dren; families with children in tr~n~ition to
adulthood; families wit.~ no child dependents; families with
elderly dependents, etc. For some policy issues, an appreciation of the famiJ.y's specific developmental tasks and
responsibilities at different stages will highJ.ight new
complex questions.
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As examples, a branch of government which had a large
number of employees who had young children might be more
likely to implement flexitime or part-time policies than
another unit whose employees were predominantly single,
unmarried, or older with grown up chiJ.dren. And some of
the discussions on so~iaJ. security financing point out that
an increasing number of middle aged and middle income families
are at that developmental stage when they face the prospec·t of
duaJ. financial responsibilities of college tuition for their
children, and prolonged nursing care for their elderly
parents.
The relevant family impact questions can be phrased as:
o

Is the program targeted on, or mostly benefitting,
families at certain life cycles?

o

Is the program likely to affect families at various
stages of the life cycle differently?

o

Is the program built on an understanding of family
deveJ.opmental tasks and situations?

FAMILIES' IMMEDIATE CONTEXTS
1.
Internal FamiJ.y Relationships (positive, negative or
mixed): Although family impact analysis primarily focuses
on the family group as a single unit, it needs to recognize
that the famiJ.y members do not aJ.ways have the same set of
needs or problems. Hence, there are many ways in which the
internal. dynamics of the family system are of concern not
only to subjective personal. experience, but also to pol.icy.
Firstly, family impact anaJ.ysis must be conscious of
the interdependency of family members, whether psychological.
or financial, and the ways in which the well-being or problems of one family member can affect or be affected by other
family members and thus the whole famiJ.y system. For example,
a recognition of such psychological interdependency has led
to new hospital. practices such as encouraging parents to
stay the night with their hospitalized child, rooming in of
the newborn with mother, and permitting the father to stay
in the labor and delivery room. And many of the discussions
about eligibility for welfare have centered around the
questions of relatives' financial interdependency, as has
·the question of whether families should be expected to pay
for the long-term institutionalization or hospitaJ.ization of
adult family members, irrespective of their income level.
Secondly, certain programs need to be aware of the many
occasions when different family members' needs, responsibilities and rights compete or conflict with each other.

-
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Much judicial activity and some government programs involve
public interventions and decisions to protect one family
member's rights or health from abuse by other member's, or
to adjudicate disputes between family members. Mediation
courts, custody decisions, child support enforcement programs,
child abuse or other family violence programs, are all
examples of situations when representatives of government
must sometimes support the position of one family member(s)
against another(s) . Occasions when courts assum~ or ap~oint
guardianship of children in order that they receive medica~
treatment against their parents' wishes are further dramatic
examples.
Thirdly, there are a complicated set of issues involving
autonomy and independence of family members from each.other,
which are raised particularly acutely in cases of policy
regarding adolescents even when there is no overt conflict.
A question of considerable current policy debate is whether
adolescents should be able to receive medical treatment,
family planning, abortion counseling, etc., without.the
knowledge or permission of other family members.
Sim~larly,
there is much debate about what rights family members have
to information about the medical condition, school and
employment records, etc., of another family member.
These
are difficult questions that many government programs have
to decide and- in many cases the .debate centers on broad
questions of public ethics.
Several types of questions need to be asked about
programs' potential effects on the internal relationships of
the family system:
0

Does the program understand the role that family
members may play in contributing to an individual's
need or problem?

0

Does the program ask whether there are competing
needs, rights, responsibilities and tensions that
exist between family members?

0

On what value principles does the program decide
that a negative impact on one family member, or
sub-unit of a family, is justified in order to
have positive impact on another family member?

0

What value principles guide the decisions that
families' autonomy can be enfringed by outside
authorities?
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2.
Pluralistic Context (ethnic/religious/cultural/racial):
There is a growing awareness that government programs should
be more sensiti•1e to differences among families that derive
from their racial, religious, and cultural background. These
differences may affect expectations, values, attitudes and
behaviors.
Policy discussions on this issue have tended to
only consider differences by race, generally only collecting
data on black/white differences.
This dichotomy has too
often led to a tendency to evaluate minority attitudes,
expectations, values and behavior as different from a "norm."
However, America is a highly diverse and pluralistic
society, representing an enormous. variety of backgrounds.
And this realization leads to a much richer and more complex
problem:
to what extent can public policies be responsive
to this great variety of backgrounds? Can a program be
designed to be flexible enough to respond to Polish, Scandinavian,
Irish, Italian, Blacks, Hispanic, Native American, Chinese
and Japanese? Moreover, within each racial/ethnic/religious
group there are many differences depending on region, social
class, degree of assimilation, etc.
During our Seminar's general discussions, several
policy areas seemed particularly influenced by the pluralistic
context of family life. For example, foster care and adoption
programs have consistently ignored the informal fostering
and adoption patte=s of minority groups, which are one of
their great strengths. 11/ Programs addressed to the sensitive issues of sexuality clearly need to be aware of and
sensitive to religious and cultural values and attitudes but
there is scant evidence that they do so.
It is clearly very difficult to translate a commitment
to respecting diversity into specific ideas for program
design and implementation. Moreover, there is a lack of
basic data with respect to rates of incidence of need or
problem between these different groups. However, the following
questions may eventually provide some general guidelines as
to how policy can respond in a more pluralistic fashion. 12/
0

What is known about the differences between ethnic
and religious groups of families with respect
to the need or problem that the program addresses?

See Robert Hill's research study on Informal Adoption
among Black Families, (National Urban League, 1977).
A Seminar policy fellow consultant, Jolene Adams', is
completing a small pilot study of attitutes and values
in these two areas of policy.
(Foster care and teenage
pregnancy. )
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0

Are certain groups more likely to be served
by, or take advantage of, the program than others?
And if so, what are the reasons for this?

0

Can we identify ways in which the program discriminates against certain groups of ethnic
families?

o

Can we identify ways in which the program is
not sensitive or does damage to certain values
and attitudes?

o

In what ways could the program build on the
values, attitudes, resources and strengths
of particular ethnic groups to encourage more
effective family functioning?

3.
Informal Social Networks: The ecological perspective
emphasizes that the network of informal voluntary relationships between families and non-related persons or groups
provides a sense of identity, usefulness, "connectedness,"
and is frequently a source of support in times of stress and
trouble. These informal supports can come from friends and.
neighbors, "natural" community and religious leaders, and
voluntary organizations, associations, self-help groups,
etc.

There is increasing evidence that families who do not
for one reason or another develop such informal support
networks are those who are most vulnerable to stress, are
unabl.e to cope with crises, and may be most likely to turn
to public sources of assistance.
The family impact questions that are suggested by this
concept are particularly relevant for health, mental health,
and social programs:
o

o

To what extent does the program build on or
complement existing informal networks of support
or does it ignore and help to undermine these
sources? (An example might be the widespread
practice of informal. adoption in the black community which is seldom given any official sanction, subsidy or recognition by government programs. J
To what extent are the professional and institutional services aware of--and do they connect
with--these "natural helpers" of a community
who are often the professional's best source
of referral and follow-up services?
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o

To what extent do the programs' professionalized
services offer specialized consultation or advice
to the informal network of natural helpers rather
than plan only to offer to substitute their own
services?

4.
Neighborhood Environment: An overlapping dimension
addresses the physical and environmental conditions of the
immediate locality in which families live. The q~ality and
effectiveness of municipal services (schools, sanitation,
transportation, police, recreation) , the quality and condition
of housing and safety of the streets, the availability of
the stores, health care and other services have daily impact
en the functioning of all families, and most especially upon
low income families who are not able to choose easily to
move to other more congenial neighborhoods. Policies affecting
any of these services can have profound direct and indirect
family impact.
Moreover, the conditions of the neighborhood can seriously
affect the family's ability to function as "mediator" or
"orchestrator" and, hence, to use effectively other wellintentioned public programs. The physical environment can
lead to extreme social isolation, irrespective of income,
and prevent the development of informal support networks.
The loneliness and documented high rates of depression experiences by many suburban housewives is parallelled by the
isolation of mothers with young children wh<:r live in highrise apartments.
Family impact questions related to this dimension are:
o

Does ·the problem or need that the program addresses
appear to vary in incidence according to the type
of neighborhood? If it does, what factors in the
neighborhood appear to influence these variations
in incidence rate?

o

Do different neighborhood factors in relation to
transportation, and general accessibility account
for the degree of success of the particular
program unit?

0

In what ways can and should the overall program
design be sensitive to these differences of
immediate locale and be flexible in their implementation to allow for them?

II

I·
I
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~e discussion of these two tables has presented a wide
range of factors to be considered in any family impact
analysis, but only some of them will be found upon close
examination to be relevant to the particular program in
question. We are using both tables initially as scanning
tools to help search out and review various types of information about a particular program. The next step is to
consider the relationships between the various elements
and factors highlighted by the tables in order to determine
which are significant and need to be checked. The checked
boxes will then be the subject of the in-depth family impact
analysis.

For example, analysis of a provision of the Internal
Revenue Code, such as the so-called "marriage penalty" for
two earner families. at certain income levels, might involve
checking the box on Table I which relates membership functioning to socioeconomic characteristics. The question to
be asked is what incentives does this provision off er to
encourage or discourage marriage at different levels of
income? The analysis might also focus on a second checked
box, namely what its effect was on the income support functions of families at different life cycle stages. However,
other boxes which relate family functioning to the different
contexts of families would not appear to be important to
this particular analysis.
However, analysis ctf another type of program, such as
the foster care program, will reveal that many more of these
relationships are significant for analysis and thus many
more boxes on both tables would need to be checked.

*

*

This chapter has attempted to formulate the conceptual
outline with which we approach family impact analysis and
suggest some initial guidelines for determining the relevant
questions and needed information for any particular study.
we intend, ourselves, to test, refine and substantially
modify this evolving framework and checklist in our pilot
family impact statements on foster care and government as
employer. We are sharing our thinking while it is still in
such a preliminary stage in order to invite others to react
to it. We would like to encourage comments in general, but
also hope that others may themselves want to test these
guidelines on specific issues or programs.

;

~~-

This paper does not intend to lay out a framework or
model which will "fit" all family impact analyses. Rather,
we hope it will indeed be used as a "checklist" to stimulate
creative family impact thinking on a great variety of programs
at all levels of government.
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CHAPTER II
C.

TOWARD AN APPROACH TO THE COLLECTION AND UTILIZATION
OF DATA FOR FAMILY IMPACT ANALYSIS

Introduction
Family impact analysis may be undertaken differently by
different groups. The continuum can range from academic
research groups performing program evaluation and model
development through original quantitative research studies
ta state legislators holding hearings in which family members
testify about the presumed or actual impact of a program an
their family. Some of the groups which are or might undertake
family impact analysis include academic institutions, governmental agencies, private research groups, advocacy groups,
or civic organizations.
The nature of the Family Impact Seminar and oux analysis
lie somewhere in the middle of this spectrum. Our analyses
will be mainly secondary, largely based on data gathered and
already analyzed by others. Any primary research will be
relatively informal -- gathered through small surveys or
interviews with experts in the field under study. As our
resources for performing extensive original research are
limited, our experiences may be most relevant to those
groups with similar constraints •. However, we hope that many
of the concepts and questions raised may be helpful and
stimulating to anyone involved in family impact analysis.
This paper defines the problems which we have encountered
in attempts to use federally-collected data. It also describes
the framework we are using to guide our fact-finding efforts.
Problems relating to federally-collected data
As our family impact analyses will be performed from a
national rather than a state or local perspective, we have
mainly used federal data sources in our fact-finding efforts.
These investigations, and the experiences of our Seminar
members have revealed a number of short-comings in the
federal data which are available to the public.
(A listing
of a variety of federal data sources is contained in the
Appendix.)
We believe that the quality of family-related data
fundamentally affects the ability of the government to serve
families effectively and efficiently. We are, therefore,
concerned about the serious inadequacies in the data which
make research, policy planning, and program evaluation very
difficult and at times impossible to perform accurately.
one of the major difficulties in working with federally-
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collected data is that thadata are not centrally located.
To perform comprehensive analyses of family situations, it
would be necessary to go to many different agencies to
obtain the data needed. Furthermore, the data sources are
rarely coordinateCL and/or cross-indexed. Therefore, it is
quite difficult to move from one data source to another for
more complete analyses. The analyst or researcher must
assume the role of detective to locate the information that
he/she needs. The lack of coordination has created many
problems in the comparability of data among sources. For
example, one agency might define "child" or "family" in one
way, but another agency would define it differently.
(A
"child" might be defined as anyone under the age of twentyone by the first group, but anyone under twelve by the second.)
Therefore the two data bases would not be equivalent.
For the purposes of family impact analysis, it is difficult
to find data that are analyzed by "family". More frequently
the analysis is by individuals or, even more confusing, by
transactions (as in the number of hospital admissions) .
These factors make family impact analysis and analyses of
impacts on individuals (as family members) almost impossible.
Often data are gathered without reference to public social
programs so that it is not possible to determine if such
efforts as medical screening or nutrition supplementation are
affecting health status.
we are also concerned that some of the ~ederal data
collection efforts are duplicative and/or unduly invasive
of family privacy. It appears to us that present safeguards
may not adequately control such concerns. Furthermore, in
the interests of efficiency, it appears that greater amounts
of data are being collected than are being thoroughly analyzed.
Most of the current analyses are very simple. The data would
be more efficiently·used if it were subjected to more
in~depth analyses.
In addition to these problems of a general nature, our
Seminar members have identified a number of specific problems
with existent data. Thes.e problems should serve as examples
of the types of deficiencies which may exist within any data
source or with the use of the data. The limitations are
enumerated below.
Specific problems with currently available federal familyrelated data
l. There is no enumeration by any agency of the total number
of children in foster care in the United States, nor how long
they remain in care.
2. It is impossible to develop descriptions of the total
resource and service packages which families construct for

themselves, and thus it is impossible to describe the
distribution.of public benefits to families, especially
whether services are reaching people most in need. There
is now some quite good detailed data on sources of income,
but.we do not know whether some families are maximizing
their use of governmental resources while others are not
being served at all.
3. F7om currently available data it is very difficult to
describe the dynamics of family life over time and to
estimate the incidence and duration of events. For example
the Current Population Survey counts the number of husbands'
and wives· who are separated at a given point in time but we
cannot estimate from the data how many couples ever ~eparate
how long the separations last or how they end. Because so '
many single parent families result from separation rather
than divorce or death, this is an important gap in our
knowledge about the proportion of children who ever live in
single parent families and the length of time they do so.
4. Children with handicapping conditions are enumerated
by one condition only; a large but indeterminate number of
children are multiply handicapped. Effective program planning
for these children is difficult if not impossible without
such information.
5. There is ho accurate data on numbers of school-age
children who are not attending school, why they are not
attending, and for how long they have not been in attendance.
6 •. Though often available separately, few social indicators
7ompiled and PUl?lished together by state or for areas
within states. Indicators such as infant mortality rates,
numbers of.pediatricians, numbers of children in day care,
etc., are important for research and planning at the state
level where much policy-making is done that affects
families. The current fragmentation and lack of specificity
by state makes use of such data extremely difficult.
a~e

7. Data on children of working mothers reported by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics are confined to children of heads
of f~i.lies. Therefore, grandchildren, nieces, nephews,,.
cousins and unrelated children living in a household are
uncounted. For example, the child of a young mother is
working, but li.ving with her parents, would not be counted.
This is an under-enumeration of approximately 1-2 million
children. This exclusion hampers policy research on such
things as the need for day care services.

8. In the otherwise excellent tabulations on family structure
published annually in the Current Population Report from the
Bureau of the Census; there is one impor'tant ornissic5ri'; there is
no way of determining the number of adults living in a

I
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household containing a specified number of chi]-dren. The datum
is an important one since there is some evidence to suggest
that ratio of children to adults in the household is relevant
to the effectiveness of child care and development.

pilot f~ily impact statements. It is our purpose to test
this ~uide for data-gathering, and to encourage others to
test ~t as well. Hopefully, this experience will help us to
identify changes, additions, or deletions needed.

9. Most governmental publications categorize individuals
as black, white or other. Rarely are breakdowns available
for various ethnic groups. This practice precludes analysis
of the needs and status of Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans,
Cuban Americans, Oriental Americans and Native Americans.

The first st7ps in our pilot family impact analyses
have.been ~o obtain general background information on the
public policy.under study, to identify available resources
and to determine the key family impact issues. As might b~
expected we have done these things through reading review
ar~cles and meeting with a few experts in the field.
The
rev7ews have pro~ided us with concrete information about the
subJect. Interviews have helped to identify major issues
and to screen out those that are of less or limited importance.

10. There are currently no data available on child support
payments for a national sample of significant size. Without
such information it is difficult for courts or for HEW to
develop reasonable guidelines on expected support paY1:1e~ts.
It is also impossible to determine the standards of living
for separated families, or what welfare saving c~uld be
obtained through the use of child support guidelines.
These are some examples of problems which our Seminar
members have noted. other data sources may have similar
problems, and analysts should use them with ~ degre7 of
caution. The Appendix to this chapter contains a list of
federal data sources which may be used for family impact
analyses.
Some of them are excellent, some are poor.
some are good for certain types of analyses but not for.
others. our own reliance on any one of these sources will
be based on careful consideration of its limitations· with
knowledgeable sources such as the data collection agency
officials and researchers such as those of our Seminar members
who have had experi:ence with these data in the past.
The following section describes the framework which we
will be using to guide our search for information for our
family impact analyses.
Framework for identification and utilization of famil

~e have in~erviewed representatives of the public
agencies operating the programs =c:ier analysis (HEW, Department
of Labor: etc.), advocacy groups with an interest in the
area (Chil~ren's Defense FUild, Coalition for Children and
Youth, National Association of Social Workers) , university
res7archer~ who have conducted scientific studies on the
tol?ic, legislators and their legislative assistants who have
written.a~ sponsored legislation on the topics, and providers
and recipients of the program services. Counterparts of
these on ~e state or local level should be helpful to
groups doing more localized family impact analysis.

"

We have found that a broad policy or program is too
large for the type of analysis we anticipate~ . Therefore 'we
selected specific foci for each study based on our findings
from these early explorations.
With the focus selected (such as the impact of flexible
how;s a~ the focus of our government as employer pilot
family imJ?ac;:t ~tatement) we began to compile information on
that specific item.

act

~

The basis of a family impact analysis is the factual
information which describes the policy under study, its
implementation, and its effect on families.
This p~per
describes the framework which the Family Impact Seminar will
use to guide our fact-finding efforts as we develop our

Th7 remainder of this section outlines the types of
data.which we have reviewed or will review in order to
obtain as complete as possible an overview of the policy
focu~ under study and its implications.
While it may not be
possible or desirable to obtain complete data on all topics
we are attempting to gather some background information in '
each category. We hope that the use of this framework will
pr7vent us from omitting critical information, a situation
which could render our study incomplete or inaccurate.
The framework for identifying and utilizing familyrelat7d data focuses on three dimensions of those data: the
function of ~he family described in the data; the type of
data collection; and the form in which the data analysis is
presented.

.
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The first dimension is the facet of family life to be
examined in the family impact analysis. Broadly, these
facets may be defined according to the three major family
functions: nurturance, economic support, and membership.
These functions correspond to the family functions analyzed
by the family impact framework.
(See preceding chapter, Table I)
Within these functions are a number of specific topics of
concern. These include heal.th, education·, income maintenance,
family planning, child care, employment, mental health, etc.
Once the subject of the analysis is selected (.such as hours of
work) , we will. proceed to obtain data categorized by the
next two dimensions.
The second dimension is the type of data collection.
There are many different types of data and they cut across
all topical. areas. They will. also probably be differentia.l..ly
useful at sequential points in the analysis process. The
first type is quantitative, simple counts of individuals,
families or households. The U.S. Census is an example of
this type of data gathering source. These data provide
information on how many people, families, households, etc.
may be classified in various ways, e.g., single parent, or
low income. They will be particularly helpful in establishing the actual or potential. scope of the policy's impact,
that is in describing the background of the problem.
This cate.gory includes social indicators. These are
measures of family and national well-being. They include
such things as health status, suicide rates, a~d :iziemployment rates. It is important to examine these indicatorsover time, so as to understand how status is changing. For
example, to know that the birth rate in 1974 was 1.86 for
all American women provides some information, but to place
this in the context of a decrease from 3.65 in 1960 adds
considerably to one's knowledge about what is happening to
family size. Expanding the information beyond fifteen years
will add more knowledge, especially in the case of rates
that are cyclical--that rise and fall in patterns of several
years or decades. Looking at data in this way adds the
important perspective of time to family impact analysis.
We plan to use time series and panel data as much as
possible in a.1.1 of the data categories listed here, but
particularly in our examination of quantitative data.
(Timeseries data are collected at sequential points in time on
different samples of people. Panel data are collected on
the same group of people over time.) Both types will allow
us to examine phenomena over time and to be aware of changes,
trends, and cycles in society that affect families.
Once the quantitative background is established, we
will try to determine why the situation is the way it is. To
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do this requires information from scientific research studies.l/
These are examinations of issues in which a researcher began with a question or a hypotheses about an issue and devised a
systematic way to study it. These examinations include
laboratory studies, field experiments, and field studies.
They range from research in a child development laboratory
as to whether an inf ant cries when his mother leaves the
room, to field experiments to determine if the provision of
income support to families encourages them to break up or ta
stay together. It also includes observations of how people
live generally when no "treatment" is interjected into the
environment, as how informal. social networks operate to
support families in time of financial. crisis. We plan to
examine relevant studies from a variety of disciplines
including psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics and
history.
The third category of data is impact or evaluation
research on the public program or policy on which the family
impact analysis is being conducted. Evaluation research is
becoming more prevalent and sophisticated as more and more
agencies respond to demands for assessment of program effectiveness. However, in many cases no evaluations of the programs
under study wil.l exist (especially, of course, if the topic
under analysis is proposed legislation). In this situation
we plan to use studies of related or pilot programs and draw
inferences from them.
Evaluation studies are often compromises between the
methodological rigor of scientific research and the vagaries
of research in the real world. Therefore, we plan to analyze
the.ir methodology carefully and be cognizant of the constraints
imposed upon them by the situation. For example, while it
is preferable that a study comparing two types of mental
health treatment would have subjects randomly assigned to
one treatment or another, this may not have been possible in
the situation, and groups may have had to be "matched" with
each other as closely as possible. These are the types of
compromises of which we want to be aware.
Many evaluation studies are never published. They are
performed by researchers under contract with a governmental
agency and final reports are submitted only to them. Therefore we plan to request such documents from the agency

!/

We recognize that there are extensive and strict
requirements for what comprises "good" research,
and to detail them would require a large text. When
unsure of the quality of an individual study, it is
important to seek an evaluation- by someone with
appropriate doctoral training in social sciences.
The use of faulty research would invalidate much of
the family impact analysis.

,
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officials. If particularly relevant evaluations are found,
we may also discuss the findings with.the re7earchers themselves, especially if an area of particular ~nterest to our
analyses is not completely covered by the written report.
we have found that family impact analysis is often
considered to be only program evaluation with a family
focus. While program evaluation is an important component, .
we see it as only one part of the analysis. Program eval1:1ation
provides information about the effects of a program and will
be valuable at the point in the analysis at which the background
has been described and assessment of impact can begin.
However it does not cover implied or potential impact nor
interrelationships with other programs or policies. In our
definition of family impact analysis it is only one piece.
Attitudinal and experiential data comprise the fourth
category of needed research. Interviews with families or . .
individual family members, as well as tho7e wh'? serve ~amilies
are included here. This type of information will provide
background on the attitudes of people toward their life
situations. Fo~ example, a· family impact analysis of t~en
age pregnancy programs would need to identi~y teenagers.
reactions to pregnancy and the programs designed to assist
them with it, as well as the attitudes of their parents
toward these. program,s. Rath.er surprisingly, there are not
many surveys of this type available. . While su:i:-veys of
business and industry are often used in economic research,
few groups (other than the public opinicm.pol~s) actually
ask families for their opinions about their lives. Some of
these few resources are listed in the Appendix.
case studies and interviews with key resource people
will also be valuable resources in this category. We plan
to conduct such interviews ourselves to as great an extent
as possible.
cross-cultural and historical data can provide importa~t
perspectives to family-related issues. For example'. historical information can provide background on h'?w ce:i:-t~in programs
or policies originated and evolved from their or7ginal . .
purposes. It can also define the status of American families
in times before standardized data collection efforts were
being made. Similarly cross-cultural research can add
valuable breadth and additional perspective to the study of
American policies. For instance, U.S .. infant.mor~ality
rates may seem to be admirably low until exam7nation of such
data from other countries reveals that 16 nations have rates
lower than ours.
The final, somewhat different, but very cru7ial type of
information needed includes the legislation, legislative
history, and regulations governing the public program under
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study. In order to determine the impact of a government
program, it is, of course, necessary to know the guidelines
by which the program is run. We recognize that in practice,
these guidelines may be adhered to strictly, partially, or
not at all. Therefore, we pJ.an to develop ways--such as
visits to local service delivery agencies--to determine the
extent to which program operations reflects the laws and
regulations designed to govern it. (See Table I, p.27)
The third dimension of the framework represents the
forms in which data should be available to allow family
relevant, in-depth analyses. In order to complete comprehensive family impact analyses, we feel it is important to
examine data that are broken down by many variables. Therefore,
we will search for data that first are categorized by family
(or at least household) units, as well as by individuals.
Beyond this, we wil.l seek breakdowns by ethnic groups, types
of family composition, income levels, ecological setting,
and stages of the family life cycle. y-- _rt is unTikely that
many organizations involved in family impact analyses (including our own) would have the financial. capacity to undertake
extensive statistical re-analysis of existing data. Therefore,
this multivariate approach for us must depend on data that
have already been analyzed using these categories. We
particularly'. want to determine if specific groups are overrepresented or discriminated against in any category, .that
is to determine if the actual or potential impact of a
program may differ f·or one group or another. An example is
the high representation of Black and Hispanic children in
the foster care system. Information like this will help
particularly in determining the most valuable target group
focus for a family impact analysis.
The drawing below illustrates how the three dimensions
of the framework inter-relate. It may not be necessary or
possible for us to fil.l each cell of the cube, or it may be
necessary to add categories (or dimensions) . The framework
is not meant to be a rigid structure prescribing our factf inding, but more of a guideline to provide some direction
in our search for data and to enhance the likelihood that
the search will be efficient and comprehensive.
We believe that by categorizing the types of data
needed in these ways, we will be better able to identify
gaps and deficiencies· in family-related data collected
a:qd/or analyzed on specific family impact .issues in.- part:r.cular ._ -
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Assi,st;ance in the compilation of o=--da_ta _append•ix ·Was _
provided by Paul Smith and MaryLee Allen of the Children's
Defense Fund. Suggestions were also gleaned from papers
presented to the Seminar earlier this year by Nicholas Zill,
Paul Glick, and Harold Wallach.
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DATA SEARCH FRAMEWORK

An example of the use of this framework would
be if we wanted to do a family impact statement
on federal education programs. We would search
for survey data on the numbers of children in such
programs, experimental data on the effect of education on families, evaluation research on the
effects of this particular federal program, attitudinal data from families about their opinions on education (and this program) and cross-cultural and.
historical information on education in other countries
and other times. We would also locate all possible
information about how the program is operated from
sources like the legislation, regulations and observations of practices. We would try to find all of
this information broken down by ethnic groups, family
composition, income levels, ecological settings, and
stages of the family life cycle.

to test the feasibility of family impact analythe effectiveness of our evoLving framework and
on data, we are conducting two pilot falllily ilnto serve as case studies for this process.

By examining "Government as Employer" and "Foster Care-"
in depth, we hope to be able to obtain initial evidence as
to how applicable our analytical framework is. Given the
wide variety of policies and impacts, we hope these two case
studies will help us learn whether or not any single family
impact framework could be a viable approach.
We have chosen "Government as Employer" as one of our
policies because of the pervasive and fundamental influence
which the world of work has on family life. Foster care was
selected because it is a program directed specifically toward relieving stress in families wi-th particular needs.
By conducting these analyses we hope to examine the feasof suci; unde:i::takings in terms of time and expertise
required, public and professional acceptance of the products,
comprehensibility of the products, and relevance of the process _to the analysis of other public policies. The results
of the. family impact analysis process should suggest to us
whether such efforts have further potential.
ibil~ ty

_ Our f~ily impact framework--while promising--is still
an
- emerging and untested model, and the relevant data has
seldom been collected or analyzed in the necessary ways. Thus,
do not expect to produee definitive or sophisticated family
impact statements. Instead, the primary goal of these will
be to learn by doing: to test and improve our preliminary
framework by actually using it.
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CHAPTER III.

A.

CURRENT FOCUS: THE DEVELOPMENT OF PILOT FAMILY
IMPACT STATEMENTS

GOVERNMENT AS EMPLOYER

The federal government as a case study
As part of its overall effort to develop a process for
assessing the impact of public policies on families, the
Family Impact Seminar chose to analyze the conditions of
employment on the assumption that people's work lives have
fundamental and complex effects on their family lives. We
picked the federal. government as a case study both because
its employment practices are a public policy and because
it employs the largest numbers of Americans in a wide range
of jobs. Its policies, practices and examp1.e can influence
other sectors of the economy.
Historical. neglect of work/family interconnections
As sociologist Rosabeth Kanter, and others, have pointed
out, until. recently American social. science and public policies
have paid slight attention to the ways in which people's
work experiences affect their family lives. In spite of widespread agreement that the family and the economy are linked
in broad ways--for example, that family circumstances are
closely tied to the f inancia1. earnings of workers--the specific
intersections between work and family have been ignored in
policies and. treated in on1.y a handful of studies. The transactions between occupations and families as connected organizers
of experien9e, and as systems of social relations, have been
virtually overlooked. Only a few studies consider the experiences
of people in both their family and work situations by looking
at them in both contexts. The myth of the separate worlds
has prevailed in both scholarly and policy approaches to the
topic.
Recent demographic trends in relation to work
Several. recent social changes have fostered a current
interest in looking at these issues more closely. Most
prominently, the increased labor fo.rce participation of American
women (now 48.5 per cent, the highest proportion since 1890
when the data was first collected) has dramatized the connection
between work and family activities. The fact that nearly half
of these working women have minor children has heightened
concern about the extent to which work systems allow people
to maintain effective participation in both worlds. Similarly,
a rise in the number of single-parent families has directed
attention to the question of bridging the two worlds. Currently,
one in every six children under 18 years lives in a singleparent family; nine out of ten times, the one parent is a mother
who is often employed.

i

i

In addition to the concern with the conditions of work as
they affect mothers of minor children, several other demographic trends also suggest the need to examine work f amilz
interfaces at this time. Many members of the fas~est growing
segment of the population--those over 65 years--wish to sustain their work lives in some fashion beyond the mandatory
retirement years. Many younger people wish to have s~me employment while also taking academic courses, ideally Jobs related to future long-term careers. Many handicapped worker~
would like work arrangements which allow less physical strain.
competition between work and family time
To focus this topic for purposes of the Family Impact
seminar, we first identified the range of ways in which the
federal government both as policy-maker and as employer may .
affect workers' families, directly or indirectly.y From ~his
spectrum we pinpointed schedules, or hours of work, to examine
in more depth. Among the ways in ':'hicJ; ':'erk af~ects people's
fa!iiily lives--for example, the ava1lab71.ity of JObs, the compensation the quality of the work environment, etc .• --hours of
work are ~nly one factor. But the competition.between time
for work and time for family has become a growing problem for
an increasing number of Americans.
Most of the 95 per cent of employed Arnericans_whow0rk away
from home als6 r.equire non-,.work time--often J?articula~ segments of
time--to manage, coordinate, and mediate family functions • .
Depending on what members .a particular family has.at.a.particular life-stage., and what its income level and priorities may
be, ·fami1.y needs may include ch~l~ ':'nd hous7hold care, care
for a grandparent, or other activities and-:mterests. The
facility with which people can schedule and take care.of family responsibilities wi1.l ease or exacerbate the ~ensions
created by scarce time. Thus, hours of work pr~vides one perspective from which to observe and ana1.yze the impact of one
kind of public policy on American families.
Although litt1.e research has been done on th7se.issues, a
few recent findings suggest the importance of b7ginn7ng ~o examine the competition between work t~e and farni~y time in
contemporary American families. In his large, six-coui;try .
study on fami1.y stress, for example, Cornell psychologist Urie
Bronfenbrenner found that inflexibility of working hours was
one of the most stressful. problems for families in his pilot
group. In a "technology assessment" of alternative work

l/

For example, fiscal and monetary policies af~ecting . .
availabi1.ity of work; unemployment com~ei;sation'. eligibility criteria for work through the civil service system; affirmative action; pay seal.es and advancement.
policies; job security; work locati~n~; transpo7tat1on;
child care facilities; transfer policies; benefits;
quality of work environment, etc.

i
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so far, about the ways in which flexible schedules differentially affect the many types of family structu:i::-i=s at various life
stages. For example, no aggregate information is collected
by the Civil Service, or other government agency, about the
sex, age, GS level, or family circumstances of federal employees. Also, most of the evaluations of flexible programs (in
government and the private sector) have examined the effects
of flexibility on workplace factors, and only incidentally, if
at all, on the non-work dimensions of employees' lives. Nor
have we discovered any scholarly work which focuses on family
impact aspects of flexible schedules.
To contribute needed data and understanding on this aspect
of work and family interfaces, the Family Impact Seminar plans
to survey samples of federal employees on standard and flexible
schedules with respect to how their schedules affect their family roles.
Utilizing the framework and checklist which we are
developing 3/ we hope to increase understanding of the ways in
which work schedules affect the economic, nurturant, and membership functions of various kinds of families.
--~

Utilizing- other trend data -for impact analysis
, In addition to using our own potential survey findings,
as we proceed to develop a process for assessing the family
dimensions of various schedules, we may also attempt to consider data which does not explicitly examine work/family schedule questions, but which nonetheless can be utilized in trying
to unde_rstand the family impacts of hours policies. Far example, we can ask what predictions might be made about the
need-for mare part-time and flexitime from knowledge of the
increasing rate of divorce and joint custody settlements for
children. For particular household structures, what are the
tradeoffs between flexible and part-time schedules and more
full-time and overtime income? Determining the percentage of
single parents in the labor force might suggest the size of
the group whose needs should be assessed. As part of our impact analysis we might try to identify which kinds of families
might be most helped by flexible schedules, for example, those
whose needs are reflected in government policies and programs
designed to help them.
Background information
To investigate these questions in terms of federal employment, we have begun by surveying the status quo with respect to
three kinds of schedules--flexitime, part-time, and overtime-and the ways in which pending legislation would increase flexitime and part-time in the federal service.
(See Addendum of
this section for a detailed outline of this information.)

l/

See Chapter 2, Section B
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Family impact questions in ter.ms of work schedules
In brief, the kinds of questions we hope to explore by
way of investigating the differential effects of various work
schedules on different families at various life stages would
include some of the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Which workers feel more involved in. their family lives?
Which workers feel they do better jobs as parents?
hich workers report less difficulty in managing their
responsibilities?
Which workers share family responsibilities more·
equally with their spouses?
Which workers have more positive interaction with their
children?
Which workers feel they maintain a better balance
between their work and family lives?
Which workers feel they have more control. over their
lives?

_________ Timetable for developing family impact statements- on work schedules
in federal service
Our: tentative timetable for work on this project is the·
foll.owing. In February and March we have begunc preparation. of
the design and instruments for the survey of the effects of work
schedules on families. In May and June we plan to conduct the
field- administration of the questionaire in two federal. agencies
and to. code and analyze the data. In September we hope to draft
prel.iminary statements about the impacts of standard and flexible
schedules on various kinds of families, and during the fall of
1978 complete a. report and recommendations on the topic.. Throughout this process we will benefit from the advice of our Advisory
Committee on Work Schedules and Family Impacts, which includes
members of the Seminar and other individuals knowledgeable about
work policies and family research.

ADDENDUM
ON FLEXITIME, PART-TIME AND OVERTIME IN CIVILIAN
- FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT
Flexitime
Within the federal government, "flexitime" refers to
those programs which utilize "core time," when all employees
must be at work, and "flexible time," when employees may
exercise some choice about arrival and departure. Core times
are usually mid-morning and mid-afternoon, for a total of five
or six hours, and flexible time is usually at the beginning,
middle and end of the day. Particular arrangements have been
worked out at the local unit levels, ideally in a process
which accommodates employer and employee needs. Since the
concept was first introduced into the federal service in
1974, the civilian federal. work force on flexitime has risen
to 6~ per cent (141,000 persons) as of May 1976. Evaluations
of these government experiments, like those in the private
sector, have reported high levels of satisfaction from employers
and employees. Benefits cited usually include greater productivity; reduction in tardiness, turnover, and use of sick days;
increased job satisfaction and morale; and longer service
hours for the public. Widespread support exists for the
legislation to expand flexitime, although some unions fear
the loss of overtime opportunities for members.
Part-time
The variations on flexible scheduling called part-time,
or part-week work, present related, but even more complex
questions for analysis in terms of family impact. Only about
2 per cent of the federal civilian work force hold regularly
scheduled ("permanent") part-time jobs. Moreover, most of
these (86 per cent) are in the lower grade levels (GS 5 and
below) . Another 6 per cent of the federal force iro-rcr-inte;:mittent part-time positions. Taken together, these figures
are lower than the 17 per cent of private sector workers who
are employed part-time. Finally, three-quarters of federal
part-time workers are women, and only a fraction of them are
in the grade levels above GS 5. Again, there is no aggregate
data on their ages or family circumstances, but knowledgeable
government officials estimate that most of these women have
minor children.
To see the part-time/full-time question in sti.ll wider
perspective, it is also necessary to consider the issue in the
context of a steady reduction of working time: l) in the
length of the working day from 1900-1940; 2) in the adoption
Of paid holidays and vacations; and more recently 3) in the
reduction of lifetime hours of work through delayed labor
force entry (by prolonged schooling) and earlier retirement.
Looked at from an evolutionary standpoint, distinctions
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their historical moment. The bills to extend part-time
career opportunities in government service would continue
this historical trend by recognizing the imbalances in the
way that work is distributed, both over a person's lifetime
and among various members of society and by constituting
concrete efforts to alter the patterns.
Pending legislation would modify personnel ceiling
rules and would require that all federal agencies establish ,
and maintain a program for part-time career employment.
(Mandatory provisions, which would have required all
agencies to make 2 per cent of their positions available
annually to part-time workers until a 10 per cent level
was reached, were eliminated in the version of the bill
(HR 10126) which is awaiting approval in the House.)
The Civil Service Commission and the Office of Management
and Budget opposed this earlier "quota" version of the
legislation, but have not yet reported their views on the
revised bill. In general they have felt that administrative
authority already exists for expanding part-time work, if
only more agencies would do so. Some unions object to the
bills for fear that the increasing part-time work will
1) curtail promotional opportunities; 2) lower wages;
3) keep women marginal; and 4) reduce job security. Others
object to the increased administrative costs for part-time
(about 6 per cent more for two part-time vs. one full-time
worker, although reduced overtime needs may produce net
savings) •
The part-time issue raises many complex family impact
questions which might be usefully explored in an interview
phase of our proposed survey of federal employees. For
example, in terms of current conditions, just increasing
the number of part-time positions may leave many equity
questions unanswered between mothers and fathers. Because
three-fourths of part-time workers are female and they are
concentrated at low-level marginal positions, simply creating
more part-time jobs proportionately in existing categories
would not increase part-timers' access to higher level, higher
paying jobs. Even though the proposed legislation for federal
employees would require 2 per cent increases in each GS grade,
reluctant administration of the law may still shiiiii:"part-timers
until now usually mothers--into dead end jobs in the higher,
as well as in the lower grades.
Overtime/overwork
Although overtime, or overwork, clearly presents a
problem for some fraction of federal employees--and estimates

of the portion vary widely depending on whom one asks--we
have decided not to pursue this work time issue for family
impact analysis because the form it takes is not primarily
a public policy issue.
For the majority of federal employees, in fact, overtime
represents a minor concern. On the basis of the overtime
kept track of and paid, for employees covered by the Fair
Labor Standards Act, the average overtime per person totals
only twelve minutes per day. But in the same way that the
reduction in the average length of the work week disguises
the time pressures and scheduling problems for single· parents
and two earner families, there are portions of the federal
work force for whom overtime and overwork do present serious
problems.
Although occasional pockets of supervisor-required
overtime which intrude on employees' family time have been
reported (e.g. in a district office of the Social Security
Administration in Michigan) , the way in which overtime
presents a problem in government service most often mirrors
a similar phenomenon in the private sector. In general, it
is the work habits of aspiring and/or high level professionals
who expect, and are expected, ta work routinely for more than
40 hours a week to fulfill their assignments. Performance
of these expectations, and willingness to accept increasing
amounts of work, is one sine qua non of promotion to the
levels of responsibility and recognition they seek. For
such professionals, the years of "proving" oneself and of
striving for these greater opportunities coincide with the
years of bearing and rearing young children. As increasing
numbers of women aspire to such careers, and when two such
professionals marry and become parents, the pressures on
family life take quantum leaps.
Underlying the phenomenon of thousands of high level
government professionals working very long hours are many
other complex factors. The ethic of hard work is nurtured
in people who reach these job levels throughout their
formative years and educational training. Th±s professional
culture makes "work," for its own sake, the highest cause.
Private attorneys, physicians, academics and executives in
many fields exhibit the same tendencies to work intensively
more of their waking hours in whatever enterprise they are
engaged. In turn, these hard-driving professionals judge
those who work with and for them by standards to which they
hold themselves. Recreation, socializing, friendships,
family--or any other concerns--are less consuming and less
valued for these people than work.
While it seem inevitable that these working patterns
affect the family lives of such professionals, again there
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CHAPTER III
B.

FOSTER CARE

Public foster care is a governmental response to family
stress or breakdown in which the child is removed from its
biological family, either voluntarily or coercively, and
placed in a foster home, group home or children's institution until maturity, adoption, or reunification with the
biological family takes place. Foster care was originally
developed as a temporary response to the needs of homeless
or neglected children, or children in danger of becoming
delinquent. It now is often used as a permanent situation
for children with living parents who by their own or society's
determination are unable to care for these dependents.
Children frequently drift in foster care for years when no
alternatives are available or utilized to provide them with
a permanent living situation.
Foster care is an area of especially appropriate study
for the Family Impact Seminar as i t represents one of the
most direct ways in which government seeks to serve the
needs of families.
It provides a valuable service to those
families who are unable to care for their children. However,
it often has questionable results. While foster care is
designed to provide immediate and direct relief to families
under stress or to children in danger, it may also promote
family dissolution, subject children to extended periods in
the limbo of successive temporary placements, and impede
efforts for family reunification. Therefore, the examination
of its impact on families will be complex.
Foster care is a particularly relevant issue for study
because there is current national interest and legislative
activity in this area. There are variations in the attitudes
and approaches of various ethnic groups to the needs of
dependent children within these groups--differences to which
public policy should respond.
There are legal and ethical
questions involved in the conjunctive issues of termination
of parental rights, the child's right to permanency, increase in child abuse reporting, and the deinstitutionalization thrusts in mental health and juvenile justice.
These issues both complicate and enrich the topic of
foster care as a subject for family impact analysis. Considderation of them will provide us with experience and insight
in the examination of the effects of governmental programs
on families.
Other organizations have examined the foster care
system from the perspective of the child, the foster parents,
or the governmental agency. The Family Impact Seminar
analysis may be unique in its examination of the foster care
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system from the perspective of the family. The major emphasis
will be on the biological family of the fostered child, but
we will also examine the impact of foster care on the
foster family (especially if it is a relatively pennanent
placement), the adoptive family, and the extended family.
The impact of foster care on the child is, of course,
included here with the child as a family member being studied
in that context. We will examine the ways in which the
foster care system affects families of all these types.
Emphasis
The impact of federal foster care policy on the family
is our primary interest. The pending legislation in this
area will be, a central concern in this analysis. However,
we also hope to examine the operation of the foster care
system at all three levels of government--federal, state and
local. From our preliminary discussions and reading, it
appears that there are strengths and weaknesses in the
system at all levels. Provision of additional federal funds
and regulations alone would not relieve the problems at the
local level which stem from professional philosophies that
are not supportive of biological families nor oriented
toward family reuni.f.ication. Conversely, well-intentioned
professionals at the local level can do little to provide
these services if they are overloaded· and underfunded. The
three-tiered analysis will seek to examine the strengths and
weaknesses at all government levels--most extensively at the
federal level, but with at least a limited examination of
program policy and implementation in one or two states and
localities. We hope this will enable us.to trace the effect
of policies through the various layers of government. In
this part of the analysis, we will use the components of
policy implementation outlined in the Evolving Checklist,
Table II, for guidance.
Advisory Committee
We have selected an Advisory Committee composed of
Seminar members, representatives of state governmental
agencies that administer foster care services, representativ
of service, advocacy, and research groups involved in foster
care studies, a foster parent, and researchers with expertise
in foster care. These individuals are assisting us in the
identification of major family issues in foster care and in
the selection of two of these issues on which to focus our
study. They have also helped to more thoroughly examine the
evolving analytic frameworks, making additions and revisions
to them. On the advice of the committee we have structured
the study so that we will examine one topic in depth, obtain
an evaluation of that analysis from the Committee, and then
undertake a second topic for analysis.

In addition to the Advisory Committee members we have
selected a group of "corresponding" committee members.
These individuals receive all of our materials and respond
to them by telephone or letter. They are a larger and even
more diverse group of individuals, also with particular
expertise in foster care.
(A list of both groups follows.)
Finally, and very importantly, will be a committee of foster
parents, current or former foster children, and biological
parents whose children are in foster care. These individuals
will advise us on their experiences as consumers in the
foster care delivery system, and will review and make recommendations regarding our work.

i
'
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Analysis Process

\,

As .a first step in the analysis we undertook an extensive review of the foster care literature. We also interviewed a number of knowledgeable individuals in the field of
foster care. From these two sources we developed a descriptive
foster care background paper based on the evolving analytic
framework. It describes the foster care system in general
and its differential e.ffects on families in particular.
This document will serve as an overview for the final family
impact statement on foster care.

!:

I·

Because the subject of foster care is so broad,·we are
focusing our analysis on two topics within the subject. The
first topic will be the policies and practices which serve
to encourage or inhibit the reunification of children in
foster care with their biological. famil.ies. The second will
. be chosen in the summer from the other topics which we are
considering as possible subjects for study. All are important
and·would make worthwhile subjects for family impact analysis.
They include assumption of family functions by governmental
foster care agencies; adoption subsidies; psychological
effects of foster care on children; the lack of appropriate
training in foster care and adoption practices for social
work students and. the lack of appropriate in-service training
for caseworkers; the unique experiences of Indian families
involved in foster care placement; the phenomenon of children
drifting in foster care; the over-representation of children
from minority families in the foster care system; the effects
of deinstitutionalization efforts in juvenile justice and
mental health on foster care; the relationship of other
social service programs to fo.ster care; the role of the
foster family in the foster care system; the use of formal
periodic review procedures in foster care; foster care as an
irreplaceable resource for families under stress; and the
role of the courts in the foster care system.

1.
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CORRESPONDING MEMBERS OF THE FOSTER CARE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
conclusion
Family impact analysis, while a topic of much nationwiae interest, is a relatively new concept. We believe the
development of the family impact statement on foster care
and the family impact analysis process used to produce it will
be major contributions to the study of the feasibility of
family impact analysis.
once the foster care family impact statement is ful.ly
developed it will be widely circulated to cooperating organizations and individuals for their evaluations. Formal presentation of the findings will be made to salient child welfare and foster care organizations to obtai.~ their reactions.
These comments wiJ.l be appraised and incorporated in final
doCUJI1ents where appropriate. Evaluation, criticism and
revision are critical components in the work of the Family
:rmpact seminar, and we actively seek and welcome such
input~

FOSTER C."!U!E ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEi.'.!BE.RS
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APPENDIX A
Selected List of Federal Data Sources
The reader is reminded that listing of the following data
sources does not imply unequivocal sanction of their use.
Critical consideration of their strengths and weaknesses is
suggested before analysis is based upon them. The major data
sources located to date are listed below.

8. Monthly Labor Review and Monthl
of Labor Statistics economet:r·
Y ~abor Review Reader -- Bureau
employment. (Monthl~ Labor Rev7c policy analysis articles on
20646. Also available from th~ew, Bo::' 353, La Plata, Maryland
Government Printing Office W h~uperintendent of Documents
GPO Bookstore, N. Capitol Str::tington, D.C. 20402 or at th~
(at G Street) r Washington, D.C.)
B. Economic Functions of the Fam'l
Enn::>loyment and Income
i Y:

QUANTITATIVE DATA
A. Nurturant, Economic, and Membership Functions
1. U.S. Decennial Census -- number of persons in family, relationship, sex, age, race, marital status, income, children ever born,
age at first marriage, place of birth, residence, disability,
educational attainment, language, citizenship, type, place and
transportation to work, veteran status. Data available by census
tracts, cities, counties, metropolitan areas, states, and the
nation. (Available from: Bureau of the Census, Publications
Services, Room 1061, Building 4, Washington, D.C. 20233. Tel:
763-5853.

2. Current Population Survey -7 same as above but conducted on
a sample of the population, about 40,000 respondents. Additional
questions asked, conducted annually. (May be obtained from address
above.)
3. Census Subject Reports -- reports from the Census in such areas·

as ethnic groups, migration, fertility, marriage and living arran
ments, education, employment, occupation and industry, income
and low income areas. (May be obtained from address above.)
4. Supplementary Report Series -- special interest studies issued
periodically on such topics as a survey of job-seeking activity,
foodstamp recipiency. Based on Current Population Survey.
(May
also be obtained from above address.)
5. Directory of Federal Statistics for Local Areas, 1966 -- last.

issue.

(May be obtained from Bureau of the Census, as above.)

6. American Statistical Index -- a guide to statistical publica
of the federal government.
(Congressional Information Service,
7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20014. cost of annual
issue is $400.)
7. Social Indicators, 1973 and 1976 -- an OMB and Census Burea
publication containing statistics which describe social condi
and trends in the U.S. in the areas of heal th, public safety r ·•
education, employment, income, housing, leisure, and recreatJ.
(Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D.C. 20402. $7 per copy.)

1. Employment an~ Earnings -- mo hl
Labor Statistics national tr _ntl. Y Publication, Bureau of
and labor turnov~r by industr;nasAln employment, earnings, hours
volume. Catalog #L2. 41/2.
(Su
so more detailed annual
,
U.S. Government Printing Of~·
perin~endent of Documents,
•J.Ce, Washington, D.C. 20402.)
2 · Geographic Profiles of E.~Pl
Plll?lication on labor force - o:,rment and unemplo;t!!!ent -- ann
eristics of the employed anaa~~J.pation~ occupatlon, charac~:l
~1;FAs. (Bureau of Labor Statist'ployed :"n 19 states and 30
S 2j-~23S7tre) et, N. w.. Room 48 68, Wa~~~~g~;;icDe cof D2a02tla2AnaJ.ysis,
·
'
. •
• TeJ. : ( 2 0 2)
3 • Publications also

on workers receiving ~:!l~ble from Bureau of Labor Statistics
une.~~loyment, area wage s~~~=nt compensation, estimates of
statistics. Also research isy ' ';lllemployment insurance
teciu:o~ogy, occupational safetavailable on productivity,
conditions.
(Available from
~d health, prices and living
as above.)
e ureau Of Labor Statistics

tR

4 · The Consumer Income Serie
f
~~~ived from the Current Pop~l~ti~e Bureau of the Census is
lude money income of ~amili
Survey. SubJects covered
monthly income, characte;istices :Ud persons, household and
annual mean income lifetime .so the poverty population
for men in the u.s'. for selec~~~ome, and educational attainment
Bureau of the Census.)
years.
(Available from the
5

· p·ive Thousand Americ
. .
~al s:s of the Panel s~~dF~~l~~~~;=a~t:-ns of Economic Progress:
eight
star o. t e Economic Be aviora amics by James Morgan
(Ins .Years available as of Februa
. rogram. Analyses over
l248titute for Social Research U 7119'.7· Books in Print 1977
- 'Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.)niversity of Michigan, P.O. Box.
.!!9usin'.1:
1. Decennial

Housing Census -- contains .
information on specific
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characteristics of housing structure from pl~~~g tod~ome
financing to presence of luxury appliances. h~ ionwi
·
r·es of ublications are available from t i s census.
~A~=i~able. f~om HUD Publication sei;vi(~~~) j~~-~;~O ~feet, s · w·
B258, Washington, D.C. 20410. Tel.
Housing survey -- cond~cted ~nnually by HUD ~ased on
2 • Annual
t.
1 sample
Information is similar to the Housing
~e~:u~~naReport n~er H-lSO(year)A. (Available from HUD
address as above.)
reports
3. Housing vacancy Survey -- quarte7ly and annual
H-111.
on residential alteratives and repairs. Report
(Available from HUD as above.)

*

-- quarterly and annual reports
t .
4 . -.,s..:urv~~e'-!y~o:.:f=--=M::::a::::.r:;;k~e';;t:--:'Ab7,s;-;o;-1r~p.._.,i;o;;n;:;
" H 13 o .
on apartments, size, rent, vacan cy rates, etc. Report ~ (Available from HUD as above.)
housing starts.
5. current construction Reports -- data on new
Report* c-41.
(Available from HUD as above.)
· 1 Ch"ld care Facilities -- a 1966 survey
6. survey of Residentia
i
for the Department
0
by Pappenp~r~n~tc~~~du~~:~~~~ty(~;ai~~~~~ from th~ Na~ional
~~s~~~~~~a of Mental Health, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville,
Maryland 20857.)
7 Patients in Public Institutions for the Ment~l~Y ~~arded.
(Available from the Nat7onal Institute of Menta
ea
'
Public Inquiries, Rockville, Maryland 20857.)
of criminal Justice -- chapter on "Juvenile
8. Sourcebook
(Bure~u of the
Institutions, state and Local" pp. 194-199.
Room 1242, Indiana Avenue, N.W. Washington,
Census, LEM,
D.C. 20531.)
er Group Quarters
(Available
9. Persons in Institutions and Oth
l061
of the Census, Publications Services, Room
,
~~~~d~~e:~ Washington, D.C. 20233. Tel: (202) 763-5853.)

c.

Nurturance and Membership Functions of the Family: Health

National center for Health Statistics collects a~d ~~~~1!:s
statistics and data on health reso~rces a~~a~~~ tnfant<
The Vital Statistics Data System 7o~rs ~i~~~sbased on local
and maternal mortality, and ~ow bird w~i~lso include the Hea
reporting. Surveys and studi7s i:~nu~~rvey Master Facility
Interview Survey, Health Examina i
.
' .
Clinics,
Inventory, National Inv7nt~ry of Famil~ !i~~n~~~power Invento
cooperative Health ~tatist7cs Syst~'. el Nursing Home survey
survey of Manpower in Hospitals, Na iona

~~alth

i!

I,

system, and National Survey of Family Growth.
(Available from
o!lEW, National Center for Health Statistics, 3700 East-West
Highway, Room 157, Center Building, Hyattsville, Maryland
20782. Tel: (301) 436-8500.)
2. Biometrics unit at the National Institute of Mental Health
(Available
contains heal th data on children in group faci.li ties.
from National Institute of Mental Health, 5600 Fishers Lane;
Rockville, Maryland 20857. Tel: (301) 433-4515.
3, Medicaid Statistics -- annual publication which includes
information on the number of recipients, distribution payments
under Title XIX and average monthly payments.
(National Center
·for Social Statistics, Administration for Public Service,
D!lEW, Room 2118, 330 C Street, S.W. Washington, D.C. 20201.)
4. Drug Abuse Warning Network Phase II Report 1973-1974 -motivation and incidence of diUg abuse (all children under
age 15 are one category) • (Drug Enforcement Administration,
1405 Eye Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20537. Tel: (202)
633-1219.)
'5. Center for Disease Control -- survey on epidemiology of
childhood and other diseases, immunization rates, VD rates,
mortality.
(Center for Disease Control, Room 8-65, Parklawn
Building, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20857.
Tel: (301) 443-2610.)
Nurturance and Membership Functions of the Family: Mental Health

1. Survey of Children with Severe Mental Disturbances -- published
by the National Society for Autistic Children for the National
Institute of Mental Health. Pub.!IADM77-47.
(National Institute
of Mental Health, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20857.
Tel: ( 301) 433-4515.)
.2. Annual Survey of Children in Institutions for Neglected
Children Operated or Supported by a State Agency for Neglected
Qr Delinquent Children or Children in Adult Correctional Institutions
-- Elementary and Secondary Education Act, Title I Form E-4376.
;Lists average daily attendance in these institutions. (Available
from each state's Title I office, State Education Departments.)
• Annual Survey of Children in Local Institutions for
e lected or Delin ent Children or in Correctional Institutions
EA Title I Form OE-4376-1.
Availab e from State Title I ofrices.)
· Surve of Institutionalized Persons 1966 -- conducted by the
ensus Bureau for the Social an Rehabi itation Service. No one
der 15 was interviewed although they were counted.
(Available
ram the Census Bureau.)

I;
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Nurturance and Membership Functions of the Family: Education
5 · U .s. Working
(Available from Women -- Bureau of Labor Statist'
address for previous item.)
ics, 1975.

1. National Center for Educational Statistics -- collects data
from local and state education agencies. Studies and surveys
include pre-primary, elementary and secondary school surveys
and reports, higher education survey, adult and vocational
education surveys, and developmental projectsA.
(400 Maryland
Avenue, s.w. Room 3147, Washington, D.C. 20202 or Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.)

Nurturance and Membership Functions of the F

l. Children Served b Publ'
Chil Wel are Agencies an i~ Welfare Agencies and Voluntar
for. Social. Statistics. (Altho~s~itutions. -- National. Center
Socia.l Statistics no 1
. g the National. Center for
may be obtained from ~I~fs~i~:=s, copies of its Publications
DHEW, Ream 2118 330 C. Str
a ion for Pub.lie Service
.
'
eet, s.w. Washington, D.C. 20201.)
2. Adoptions in 1971 and 1972
(National Center for Social
Statistics, obtainable as above.)

2. National Assessment of Educational Progress -- Education
Commission of the States for Office of Education selected and
tested a sample of 9, 13 and 17 year olds on a range of subject
matter areas.
(National Assessment of Educational Progress,
1860 Lincoln Street, Denver, Colorado 80203. Tel: (303) 861-4917.)
3. Nursery School. and Kindergarten Enrollment 1973.
from the Bureau of the Census.)

(Available

3. Month.ly AFCD and F
Social Statistics ob~ster Care Payments (National Center for
'
ainable as above.)

4. National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972
an eight-year investigation into the education, job training,
and vocational histories of a nationally representative sample
of 22,000 young people who were· high school seniors in 1972.
(National Center for Educational.Statistics, 400 Maryland Avenue,
s.w. Room 3147, Washington, D.C. 20202. Tel: (202) 472-5710.)

5. Pre-primary Enrollments -- data on enrollments of children,
ages 3 to 6, in pre-primary educational programs.
Derives from
the Current Population Survey.
(Available from the National
Center for Educational Statistics, address as above.)

.
amily: Welfare

4. Indi~n Child Welfare Survey -.
o(f American Indian Affairs for th P~lished by the Association
Bure~u of Indian Affairs
. e ureau Of Indian Affairs.
Constitution Avenue NW 'wP~ic Information Office 1951
343-7445.)
'
• • as ngton, D.c. 20245. Tei..: (20 2 )

i;

Public Assistance Statistics

.

.

pr~;e~~l~~~i
;~r~~~s:!~adds
'. re,;f~~~~~:;~o!~/;~~:1 0 ;~ ta odn
(ADP ad Tl
_en itures (incl . .
,
.
an

Aven

n
ue,

~

e ecommunications Resources Di~~i~g tJ.me series analysis)
s.. w. Washington, o.c. 20201
isJ.on, 200 Independence
·
,
• Tel: (202) 245-6541.)

Nurturance and Membership Functions of the Family: Child Care
Nurturance and Membership Functions

l. National Child Care Consumer Survey 1975
(Available from .
Administration for Children, Youth, and Families, Day care Divis
P.O. Box 1182, Room 2726, Washington, D.C. 20013. Tel: (202)
755-7430.)
2. Survey of Hospitals Operating Child Care Centers 1970
(Women's Bureau, Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue,
N.W. Washington, D.C. 20210.)
3. Child Care Data and Materials 1974 -- senate Finance commit
Study; survey of licensed day care centers and family care hdtll!
(Senate Finance Committee, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Buildin
Washington, D.C. 20510. Tel: (202) 224-3121. Enclose an addre
label.)
4. Children of Working Mothers -- Bureau of Labor Statistics
1975.
(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 441 G Street, N.W. Room
1539, Office of Publications, Washington, D.C. 20212. Tel:
523-1222.)

0

f

the Family: Nutrition
l. Food and Nutrition Service
Data are compiled on artici , ~.s .. oepartment of Agriculture
programs.
(Food and ~utriti;~tion in USDA school nutrition .
Materials Center, 10301 Baltim Information and Educational
Maryland 20705. Tel: (301) 344~~~l~~flevard, Beltsville,
2

• Heal th and Nutri tic ·
.
Center ~or Healtt Stat~s~~~ina~on Survey 1971-72 -- National

f~~~f~~:lec~~t~ef;~p~a1tith'on°belo~n~u~ri~fo~kn~~~n~!:~:

the
Centor B 'ld'
ea
Statistics 3700 E
·
436-a539 ui) ing' Hyattsville, Maryland' 20782 aTslt-West Highway'
·
• e : (301)
turance and Mem.bershi

Functions of the
Family: Correction
Crime in th ,, .
ve
e united States -- Fed
il~~ such topics as niiriiber of arre=~: 1 Bureau of Investigation.
SJs.fg, Attention: Publications Room.78S(F2.B.I.,.J. Edgar Hoover
'
, Washington, D.C.
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2. Criminal Victimization in the U.S. -- a National C~~e Panel
Survey Report provides information only on those victimized by
crimes in which the victim was over 12 years of age.
(Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 633 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20531.)
'
Experimental research
,
, ,
Rather than listing experimental research ~tud7es on f~ilies
(a mammoth task), the following list contains information on,
several federal and non-federal literature search systems. which
will assist the analyst in the location of relevant studies.
All of these search systems are computerized. This fact, of
course, does not rule out the older technique used in literature
searches of physically perusing indexes and abstracts for
relevant titles. In fact, this technique may be preferable
when funds are short and volunteer (or student) labor is
plentiful.

COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION SOURCES
1. congressional Research Service -- SCORPIO sy~tem -- contains

indexed information on bibliographies, book articles, government
publications. It is designed for quick research work for
congressional staffs. It can be operated at the request of a
Congressman, Senator or authorized legislative branch agez,icy.
A resource book Federal Information Sources and Systems lists
many of the sources contained in the SCORPIO stystem. ,
(Congressional Research Service, 1st Street, N.E. Washington,
D.C. 20540.)
2. Medlars (Medical Literature Analysis and Retr~e~al System)
a system operated by the National Library of Medicine., It
catalogs medical articles, drug information, and ex~e~~ental
techniques.
(ADP and Telecormnunications Resource Division,
200 Independence Avenue, S.W. Washington, D.C. 20201. Tel: (202)
245-6541.)
3. National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of
conunerce -- a system designed for use by federal agencies and
the public. It contains information on government-sponsored
research, development and engineering reports and other analyses
prepared by Federal agencies and their con~actor or gr~ntee
from 1964 to the present.
(National Technical Information
Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161.
Tel: (703) 557-4680.)
4. New York Times Information Service -- a very densely indexed
service, essentially a clipping service which surveys 60

newspapers and intellectual journals.
(New York Times
Information Service, 1909 K Street, N.W. Suite 207, Washington,
D.C. 20036.)
5. Smithsonian Science Information Exchange -- a clearinghouse
for information about ongo1.ng or recently terminated scientific
research projects by federal and non-federal agencies. Contains
200 word abstracts.
(Smithsonian Science Information Exchange,
1730 M Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036. Tel,: (202) 381-4211.)

I
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I

6. Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information -- searches on
any topic related to mental health. Surveys journals and books
in the field. Over 75,000 entries. Available to the public
and professionals but not to students, at no charge.
(Mental
Health Information Systems Section, Rockwall Building, Room 505,
11400 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland 20852. Tel: (301)
443-4517.)
7. Interagency Research Information System (IRIS) -- operated
by the Social Research Group at George Washington University.
The system catalogs all ongoing research in early childhood
and adolescence that is funded by the 26 member federal agencies
or agency divisions. (Social Research Group, 2401 Virginia
Avenue, N.W. Washington., D.C. 20037.)

i'
'

8. ERIC (Educationa:L Resources Information Center) System -- a
computerized research clearinghouse for published and unpuJ:lished
educational research. Abstracts and documents available.
(Available through most large university libraries.)
9. Psychological Abstracts -- computerized research clearinghouse
for· published psychological. research.
(Available through most
large university libraries.)
10.Library of Congress Bibliographic Citation File (CITN) -reference and bibliographic searches on library holdings in
science and technology. Referral services on an indexed
inventory of 6,000 information resources.
(Library of Congress,
1st and Independence Avenue, S.E. Washington, D.C. 20201.)
11..RANN System -- National Science Foundation.
The acronym
. stands for Research Applied to National Needs and covers policy
·-·---analysis-related topics primarily concerned with environment,
resources, productivity, and energy. (Division of Information
Systems, 1800 G Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20550. Tel: (202)
632-7371.)
INFORMATION SOURCE REFERENCES
1. Federal Information Sources and Systems Directory, 1977
Congressional Sourcebook Series -- an inventory of sources

'
,-
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and information systems containing fiscal, budgetary, and programrelated data and information and a brief description of their
content.
(Available from the Government Printing Office.)
2. Directory of Federal Statistics for States--A Guideline to
Sources 1967 -- lists types of data available on topics from
population to agriculture, including education, health, income,
labor, and welfare.
(Available from the Census Bureau address
as above.)
3. Federal Statistical Directory, 25th edition, 1976. Statistical ·
Policy Division, Office of Management and Budget. A list of
individuals in federal agencies who are responsible for data
collection.
(Available from the Government Printing Office,
jf041-001-00125-5' $2. 50.)
4. Directory of Computerized Data Files and Related Software
Available from Federal Agencies -- guide to machine-readable
data files, data bases, and related software. More than 500
files are listed including ones in education, population,
consumer affairs, welfare services, vital statistics. (Available
from the National Technical Information Service, address above.)
5. Statistical Services of the U.S. Government, Office of
Management and Budget, 1975. A very general listing of the
agencies and the types of data they collect. Includes such
items as the census of population, housing. Also lists
agency publications.
(Available from the Government Printing
Office.)
EVALUATION RESEARCH
1. Federal Program Evaluations, 1976 Congressional Sourcebook
Services, General Accounting Office. Abstracts of evaluation
reports.
(Available from the Government Printing Office.)
2. Reports on Feasibility Studies, 76th Congressional Services.
(From the Government Printing Office.)
3. Government Accounting Office -- impact and audit studies of
federal programs.
(Legal Information and Reference Service,
441 G Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20548. Tel: (202) 275-5560.)
4. Grants Management Information System, Office of Human Develop
DHEW. Provides current information on all OHO-funded grants.
(ADP and Telecommunication Resources Division, 200 Independence:
Avenue, S.W. Washington, D.C. 20201.)
Same evaluation references will also be contained in
erized information retrieval systems listed·earlier.

!
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LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS
1 · The Federal Domestic Assi t
federal domestic programs t~ ance Catafog ~- a listing of all
description of th
'
eir a~thorization, and brief
Printing Office.) e program.
(Available from the Government
2 · The United States Code __ this ·
the laws as passed by theU S C is the legal basis for programs;
matter. (Ava:tlabJ:e f
th ·. .
ongress' categorized b? subject
.
r~
e. Government Printing Office.)
3 •. statutes-at-Large -- listing of acts as
prior to codification. (Available
passed by Congress·
at law school libraries.)
4. Code of Federal Regulations -1
.
regulations (as published . th
vo umes co~ering the federal
program implementation
D:-n.. d ~ ~ederal Register) governing
(Available from the Superii~i ~ into 50 broad areas.
Office, Washington, D.c. 2 ~ 4 ~~.rnt of Documents, General Printing
5 · Federal Register __ a d · 1
.
.
regulations a
ai Y publication of proposed
Executive o;de~:ncyT~~les . . Pre7idential. proclamations and
Protecting Your Right t;~l7cation by the.Federal Register
on which federal agencies ~~~acy notes which_groups of people
of evaluation study and dem etdat~. These include a variety
(Available from the Superin~~sd rattionf program participants.
n en o Documents as above.)
ATTrl'UDINAL SURVEYS
1. Foundation for Ch'ld 0
Children - Temple u~·
e~el~pment. National Survey of
Nation-wide sample s~:rs~;y s Insti~ute for Survey Research.
interviews on a variety ;f t
:200 childre~ and their parents;
heres. March, 1
.
epics from family relations to
977

2

2. Raising Children in a Chan .
S .
American Family Report
_ ~ing ociety:
The General Mills
1976
7
Inc~ .National sample sur
. Yankelovich, Skelly and White
rearing and childvey 0 ~ parents and children on child-'
.
parent relationships.
3 · Developmental Continuit c
.
University. Interviews wi~ ~n~~~t~um ~allow-up Study, Cornell
parents who are former
. .'
~w-income children and
intervention programs .partic7pants in early educational
aspirations to self-ev~~ 1 ~.sites. Questions ranged from
watched.
(Reports ava' ua ions to amounts of television
stration for Children i~~~~~ fro~ Res7arch Division, AdminiWashington, D.C.
an Families, P.O. Box 1183,
2002

4.)

'

Survey of Child and
(Available from the
Families as above.)

'

~
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APPENDIX B
Selected Bibliography

Parents intervie-wBd' -on family- needs for social serv±:ces.
5. Roper and Gallup polls on issues affecting families.
Survey
Data for Trend Analysis -- An Index to Repeated Questions in
U.S. National Surveys Held by the Rbper Public Opinion Research
Center.
(Social Science Research Council, 1755 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036.)

HISTORICAL DATA
l. Historical Statistics of the United States: Colonial Times
to 1970, Vol. I and II. Bicentennial Edition. Bureau of the
Census. This includes national and some state figures on
population, household size, vital statistics, labor, income, as
well as industry and agriculture.
(Available from Census
Bureau.)

We have listed below a broad selection of key books,
journal articles and papers written by Seminar members and
others that have been particularly influential in the approach
and work of the Family Impact Seminar and which we believe
may be of interest ta others. Our emphasis is primarily on
fairly recent publications and omits, for example, numerous
"classic" sociological texts and articles. This selection
does not aim to be in any way comprehensive. However,
several. of the references listed below indl:ude excellent
bibliographies.
0

BANE, Mary Jo. Here to Stay: American Families in the
Twentieth Century. New York: Basic Books, 1976.
BERGER, Peter L. and NEUHAUS, Richard J. To Empower People:
The Role of Mediating Structures in Public Policy. Washington,
D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1977.
BILLINGSLEY, Andrew. Black Families in White America.
Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1968.

New

BRONFENBRENNER, Urie. "Toward an Experimental Ecology of
Human Development." American Psychologist, July 1977.
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND. Doctors and Dollars are Not Enough.
(This is only one of a series of excellent and relevant reports.
Other reports focus on children out of school, school suspensions,
children in adult jails, and the EPSDT screening program.)
Washington, D.C.: Washington Research Program, Inc., 1976.
DAEDALUS Spring 1977: The Family. American Academy of Arts
and Sciences journal, Cambridge, Mass.
(Of particular relevance are articles by Colin Blaydon and Carol Stack, "Income
Support Policies and the Family"; Jerome Kagan, "The Child in
the Family"; Isabel Sawhill, "Economic Perspectives on the
Family"; and Tamara Hareven, "Family Time and Historical Time."
DANIELS, William A.,Jr. Adolescents in Health and Disease.
St. Louis, Missouri: the c.v. Mosby Co., 1977.
DEMOS, John. "Myths and Realities in the History of American
Family Life." In H. G:c:unebaum and J. Christ (Eds.), Contemporary
Marriage. Boston: Little, Brown, 1976.
EARLY CHILDHOOD PROJECT of the Education Commission of the Sta-tes,
Carnegie Council an Children, and Coalition for Children and Youth.
The Children's Political Checklist.
(This is a report designed
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as '7' practic'7'1 companic;in to All Our Children and Toward a
National Policy for Children and Families.) Denver, Colorado·
Education Commission of the States, 1977, Report Number 103. ·

K.AMEBMAN, Sheila B. and KAHN, Alfred J."Explorations in Family
Policy." Social Work, Volume 21, Number 3, May 1976.

GIORDANO, Joseph and GIORDANO, Gi:'7'ce Pineiro. The Ethno-Cultural
;in..,__M~e~n~t~a;;;;;;;;l_;;H~e~a~l~t~.h~.
New.York: Institute on Pluralism an Group
Identity, American Jewish Committee, 1977.

KAMERMAN, Sheila B. Developing a Family Impact Statement. New
(An occasional
York: Foundation for Child Development, 1977.
paper.)

GREELEY, Andrew.
1971.

KANTER, Rosabeth Moss. Work and Family in the United States:
A Critical Review and Agenda for Research and Policy. New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1977.

Why Can't They Be Like US?

New York: E.P. Dutton,

GUTMAN, Herbert G. The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom 17501925. New York: Pantheon Books, 1976.
HILL, i:eub7n, et al. Family Development in Three Generations:
A Longitudinal Stud of Changing Family Patterns of Planning
and Achievement. Cambridge, Mass: Schenc an, 1970.
. I

!'

HILL: Robert B. Informal Adoption Among Black Families •
Washington, D.C.: National Urban League, 1977.

Nationa
HIL~,

Rolbert B. The Strengths of Black Families.
Urban League, 1971.

New York:

HOBBS, Nicholas, Ed. The Futures of Children. San Francisco:
Jessey Bass, .1~75 •. (This is the final report of the Project
on the Classification of Exceptional Children, of which
Dr. Hobbs was the Director.)
HOBBS, Nicholas. "Helping Disturbed Children: Psychological
and Ecological Strategies." American Psychologist, Volume 21,
Number 12, December 1966.
JOURNAL OF CURRENT SOCIAL ISSUES, "Is the Family Dead?" Winter
1977, Vc;>lume l~, Number 1.
l'iee·especially. Joseph Giordano
and Irving Levine, "Carter's Family Policy: the Pluralists
CJ_iallenge, " Ami tai Etzioni, "The Family: Is it obsolete?"
Michael Novak, "You can go home again," and Hobart and Genevieve
Burch, "The effects of public policy on family life."
JOURNAL OF MARRIAGE AND FAMILY. Special issue on "Government
Programs and the Family." (Journal of the National Council
on Family Relations). Volume 29, Number l, February 1967.
KAHN, Alfred J. an~~~' Sheila B.,Eds. Famili Policy:
Government and Families in Fourteen Countries.
(This was
based c;in pape~s prepared for the International Working Party
on Family Policy.) Columbia University Press, 1978.
KAHN, Alfred J. and KAMERMAN, Sheila B. Not for the Poor Alone.
Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1975 and New York:
Harper:.:and Row, paperback, 1977.

KENISTON, Kenneth and the Carnegie Council for Children. All
Our Children: The American Family Under. Pressure. New Yer~
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1977.
KRAUSE, Harry D. Family Law in a Nutshell.
West Publishing Company, 1977.

St. Paul, Minnesota:

LASH, Trude W. and SIGAL, Helen. State of the Child: New York
City. New York: Foundation for Child Development, 1976.
MINNESOTA FAMILY STUDY CENTER. IJniy.el;'sity of Minnesota.;: family
impact. series: of nine reports including:
MATTESICH, Paul M. Writing of State Level Family Impact
Statements: A Preliminary Report. 1976.
MAT.TESICH, Paul M. An Annotated Bibliography for Family
Impact Analysis. 1976
MINUCHIN, Salvador. Families and Family Therapy.
Harvard University Press, 1974.

Cambridge:

MINUCHIN, Salvador, et al. Psychosomatic Families: Anorexia
Nervosa in Context. Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1978.
MNOOKIN, Robert M. Children, Family and the State: Cases and
Materials on Children and the Law. Boston: Little, Brown. 1978.
MNOOKIN, Robert M. "Foster Care--In Whose Best Interest?"
Harvard Educational Review, Volume 43, Number 4, November 1973.
MORONEY, R.M. The Family and the State: Considerations for
Social Policy. New York and London: Longmans, 1976.
MYRDAL, Alva. Nation and Family: The Swedish Experiment in
Democratic Family and Population Polic . With a foreward
by Daniel P. Moynihan.
Original ed~tion 1941, reprinted
in paperback by Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1968.)
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES Advisory Committee on Child
Development, Toward a National Policy for Children and Families.
Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1976.

-
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NATIO~AL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA.
Proceedings of the Symposium
on Chicanos and Welfare. Albuquerque: National Council of
La Raza. 1976.

RABB, Theodore K. and ROTBERG, Robert J., Eds. "The History
of the Family" A selection of- articles from three volumes
of The Journal of ri:terdisciplinary ffistory, publish d
in ~utumn 1971; Spring and Autumn 1975. (See especialiy the
ai;ticles by J'?hn Demos, "Developmental Perspectives on the
His:=-ory of Childhood," Tamara Hareven, "The History of the
Family as
Interdisciplinary Field," and Robert v. Wells
"Demographic Change and the Life Cycles of American FamiJ.i~s."
RICE, Robert. Family Policy: Content and Context.
Family Service Association of America, 1977.
________ _BOSS_, Heather L. and SAWHILL, IsabeJ. V.
The Growth of Families Headed by Women.
The Urban Institute, 1975.

New York:

Time of Transition:
Washinq_ton,
D. c. :
--- ---------------------- -

__R=UB~IN, Lilian Breslow. Worlds of Pain: Life in the Working
Class Family. New York: Basic Books, 1976.

,,
I

SCHAEFER, Earl S. "P_rofessional Paradigms in Programs for_
Parei:ts and Children," an unpublished paper delivered to the
American Psychological Association in San Francisco, 1977.
Alvin. L. Filial Responsibility in the Modern American
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Print:_i,.I1g Office, 1961:"""
SHANAS, E. and SUSSMAN, Marvin B., Eds. Family, Bureaucracy
and the.Elderly.
Durham, North Carolina: Duke University
Press, 1977.
STACK, Carol B. All Our Kin: Strategies for s·urvival in a
- -EiTack Colll!llunity. New York: Harper and Row, L97 4.
STEINER, Gilbert Y. The Children's cause.
Brookings Institution, 1976.
________ ____§T~::t'NFELS, Margaret O'Brien.

=a-sh<
D. c • :
"'
~ng to n,

Who ' s Minding the Children?

The

H,i;;;s;;t:::o:""ry~;--;afn"'.d~~P.:;o,zl::;i::t:=i:.;c:.;sr,·,,.o~f--.=D.::a:...Y.....:C::.a::r~°"e-=.;;;;._..,;:i°tn'=.1Am~te~r~:;:l.::_::.c::.°'a=.-.-=~N;.;e..,;w=Y;;o=r:;.k.:::=--===
SJ.Ilion and Shuster, 197 3.

_

------ -

· ------- -

SUSSMAN, Marvin B. "The Family Life of Old People." In Birren, J-.
Shanas, E. and Birnstock,R., Eds. Handbook of Aging and the
Social Sciences. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold comp~ny, _1976.
TALBOT, Nathan B., Ed. Raising Children in Modern America:
Problems and Prospective Solutions. (Of particular relevance
are articles by Je=me Kagan, "The Psychological Requirements
for Human Development," Patricia and Salvador Minuchin, "The
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Child in Context: A Systems Approach to Growth and Treatment,"
Richard R. Rowe, "Toward the Development of Assistance Systems
for Children which Reduce Economic and Psychological Dependency,"
and Urie Bronfenbrenner, "The Roots of Alienation.") Boston,
Toronto: Little, Brown, 1974.
TEACHERS COLLEGE RECORD, "The Family as Educator." (Of special
interest are the articles by Hope Jensen Leichter, "Some
Perspectives on Family as Educator," Margaret Mead, "Grandparents
as Educators," and Peter Moock, "Economic Aspects of the Family
as Educator.") New York: Columbia University, 1974, Volume 76,
Number 2.
U.S. DE~ARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE. Toward a Social
Report.
(This is a report submitted to the President by the
Secretary Wilbur Cohen, January 1969.) Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1969.
U.S. CONGRESS, SENATE. Subcommittee on Children and Youth.
American Families: Trends and Pressures. Hearings of 93rd
Congress, 1974.
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APPENDIX C
Policy and Families Research Centers
Listed b7low is a selection of research centers and programs
on f~ilies and that have a strong
interest in policy issues which affect families. This list
is not intended to be completely comprehensive, and was
compiled solely on the basis of those centers which are known
to the Seminar staff and members. Not included. in the list
are many university-based child and family development
deJ?artments or centers, centers whose primary focus is on
children or women, or. centers that -are mainly concerned with
poverty, or ethnicity -and. pluralism. The work of all these other
centers clearly has much relevance to policy issues regarding
families-

~hose pri~ary f~cus.is

Black Family Research Project
Westside Community Mental Health Center
1255 Port Street, Suite 900
San Francisco, Calif. 94109
Telephone: (415) 885:-0300
Director: Wade Nobles
Center for the Family 1/
American Home Economics Association
2010 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 862-8300
Director: Kinsey Green
Center for the Family
Division of Home Economics
Skinner Hall
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass. 01003
Telephone: (413) 545-2393
Associate Director: Joseph Pleck
Center for Research on Women, Program in
Studies on the Relationship between Families and Work,
Wellesley College, Cheever House
828 Washington Street
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
Telephone: (617) 235-6360
Director: Laura Lein

lf There are a large number of research and development units
which focus on families that are often based in home economics
departments which we have not included. Many of these have
strong policy interests and activities. The A.H.E.A. Center
for the Family sponsored a survey of such family centers at
350 campuses.
Information regarding the results of this survey
may be obtained from Mary Rainey, Oklahoma State Family Study
Center (see next page).

Center for the Study of Families and Children
Vanderbilt University
P.O. Box 151, Station B
Nashville, Tenn. 37235
Telephone: (615) 322-3535
Director: Nicholas Hobbs
Center for the Study of Family and the State
Duke University
4875 Duke Station
Durham, N.C. 27706
Telephone: (919) 684-2871
Director: Carol Stack
cross-National Studies of social Service Systems
and Family Policy
Columbia University School of Social Work
622 West 113th Street
New York, NY 10025
Telephone: (212) 280-5444
Co-directors: Alfred Kahn and Sheila Kamerman
Family Research Institute
113 Faculty Office Building
Brigham Young University
Provo, .Utah 84602
Telephone: (801) 374-1211 Ext. 2948
Director: Howard Barr
Family Study Center
.
Division of Home Economics
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074
Telephone: (405) 624-6697
Director: Mary c. Rainey
Heller Graduate School for Advanced
Studies in Social Welfare,
Public Policy and the Family Program
Brandeis University
Waltham, Mass. 02154
Telephone: (617) 647-2944
Director: Robert Perlman
Joint Center for Urban Studies
studies on Social Policy and Family Welfare
(Harvard/M.I.T.)
53 Church Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Telephone: (617) 495-3825
Coordinator: Lee Rainwater
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List of State and Local Level
Policy Contacts

Minnesota Family Study Center
University of Minnesota
1014 Social Sciences Building
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-2277
Director; Robert Leik

Persons or organizati.ons with whom: we have had contact
that are involv-ed: -±il pa].i.Q'll)ating_ and.. are- interested in
the f-aln.ily- iiripact i.dea: (This does not' cover the many
that are in Washington, D.C.)

National Urban League, Research Department
733 15th Street, N.W. Suite 1020
Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone: (202) 783-0220
Director: Robert Hill.

Diane Le Resche, Human Resource Policy Analyst
Office of the Governor
Pouch Ad, Juneau, ~laska 99811
Telephone:
(907) 465-3512

Urban Institute
Policy Research on Women and Families
2100 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037
Telephone: (202) 223-1950
Director: Nancy Barrett

AR;I:ZONA

\

I

Dr. Daniel. Brown, .Director
Conciliation Counseling of the Superior Court
111 West Congress
Tuscon, Arizona 85701
Telephone:
(602) 792-8468
CALIFORNIA

Additional Note
Two recently-established newsletters focus on families
public policy arena:

in

the

1. COFO Memo is a publication directed toward the membership
of the coalition of Family Organizations which plans to give
a quarterly report on developments within· the federal gove=ment that are likely to affect family life.
(The Coalition
members are: The Association of Marriage and Family Counselors.,_
The American Home Economics Association, Family Service
Associations of America, and the National Council of Family
Relations.) Inquiries should be addressed to Barbara warden,
Public Affairs, American Home Econoritics Association,
2.010 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036,
Telephone: (202) 862-8300
·
2. "The American Family: National Action Overview" intends
to be a bi-monthly newsletter serving as a clearing house
for information on national family policies, programs, research and
actions. Information from Rowan A. Wakefield, Editor,
Wakefield Associates, 1129 20th Street, N.W., Suite 551,
Washington, D.C. 20036, Telephone: (202) 833-9880

Judge Norman s. Fenton, Chai=an
Governor's TasK Force on Marriage and
the Family
J?im_a County Courthouse
Tuscon, Ari.zona 85701
Telephone:
(602) 792-8169

Assemblyman Bill Lockyer
California Legislator
State Capitol, Room 2091
Sacramento, caiifornia 95814
Telephone:
( 916) 445-8160
Mr. Ira Okun, Director

San Francisco Family Service Agency
1010 Gough Street
San Francisco, Califo=ia 94109
Telephone:
(415) 474-7310

COLORADO

Charlotte Hebeler
Hmnan Services Policy Council
State Capitol Building, Room 124
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone:
(303) 839-2325

CONNECTICUT

State Representative Richard Tulisano
11 Sunny Crest Drive
Rocky Hill, Connecticut 06067
Telephone:
(203) 563-9305
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HAWAII

Barbara D. Porteus
Department of Health, Mental Health Division
Children's Mental Health Services Branch
729 Sunset Avenue
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
Telephone:
(808) 735-2464

MINNESOTA
(continued)

James Franczyk
State Planning Agency
101 Capital Square Building
550 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Telephone: (612) 296-4849

ILLINOIS

D0nna. Gleespen, Executive Director
Illinois Commission on Childr.en
3 West Old State Capitol Plaza, Room 206
Springfield, Illinois. 62701
Telephone:
(217) 782-7833

MISSOURI

Marie Williams, Executive Secretary
Governor's Committee for Children and Youth
Broadway State Office Building
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
Telephone: (314) 751-2445

KANSAS

Professor C.E. Kennedy
Department of Family and Child Development
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66506
Telephone:
(913) 532-5505

MONTANA

Gerry Fenn
Montanans for Children, Youth and Families Inc.
417 West !!ayes Street
Bozeman, Montana 59715
Telephone: (406) 587-7708

NEW YORK

Gregory L. Coler, Associate Commissioner
New York State Department of Social Services
40 North Pearl Street, 11th floor Section A
Albany, New York 12243
Telephone:
(518) 474-9431

MAINE

MARYLAND

MASSACHUSETTS

Kevin Concannon; -Director - Bureau of Mental Retardation
411 State Office Building
6 Waban Street
Augusta, Maine 04333
Telephone:
(207) 289-3167

'.Ci1Ziari- Washlng:tpn ,~ Chairperson
Governor's Commission on Children and Youth
1100 North Eutaw Street, Room 610
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
Telephone:
( 301) 3 8 3-3 7 8 0
John A. Calhoun, Commissioner
Department of Youth Services
294 Washington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
Telephone:
(617) 727-2733
Dr. Harold Golclmeier, Executive Director
MassaEJ::iusetts' Committee for Children
. _ and Youth
14 Beacon Stree-i:, suite 706
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
Telephone:
(617) 742-8555

MINNESOTA

State Senator Jerome Hughes
328 State Capitol
St. Paul, Minnesota 55106
Telephone:
(612) 296-4183

Peter Edelman
New York State Division for Youth
84 Holland Avenue
Albany, New York 12208
Telephone: (518) 474-1602
Arlene Gilbert
New York City Department of Mental l!ealth
93 Worth Street, Room 1203
New York, NY 10010
Telephone: (212) 925-3800
Ilene D. Margolis
New York State Council on Children and Families
Agency Building 2, 2nd floor
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223
Telephone: (518) 474-8038
Barbara Schwimmer
for State Senator Manfred Ohrenstein
270 Broadway
New York, NY 10007
Telephone: (212) 362-3820

-----
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NORTH CAROLINA

PENNSYLVANIA

Towards an Inventc:rv of Federa.l Programs with Direct Impact on Fa.ro.i-l:f.."''"
This staff report discusses the scope, depth and breadth of.the
federal programs affecting families. It lists and reviews o=
• inventory of 264 programs selected fr= the 1976 Fede.ral CataJ.ag
of Domestic Assistance tha.t are conside;i;ed to have direct impact
on fa.ililies .
.••.... $3.00

Donald Mathis
Commonwealth Child Development Committee
Governor's Office for Human Resources
700 State Street Building
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101
Telephone: (717) 787-3489

VERMONT

Sarah Smith, Chairperson
Governor's Committee on Children and Youth
79 River Street
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
Telephone: (802) 828-2816

VIRGINIA

Carol Macintosh
Virginia Commission on Children and Youth
9~ Street Office Building Room 901
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Telephone: (804) 786-5927

WYOMING

This booklet describes the origins and purposes of the Seminar,
and briefly summarizes its progress to date and plans for the
future.
(October 1977)
......• first copy no charge
...•... additional copies 50¢ each

Florence Glasser
Department of Administration, Division
of Policy Development
116 West Jones Street, Room 508
Raleigh, North Carolina 27603
Telephone: (919) 733-4131

Norman· Lourie
Executive Deputy Secretary for Federal
Policy and Programs
Department of Public Welfare
P.O. Box 2675
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17111
Telephone: (717) 787-3800

Everett D. Lantz
Wyoming Council on Children and Youth
Room 415 Old Main
University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming 82071
Telephone: (307) 766-2245

NOTE: Several states that are not mentioned in this list
will ~ave some kind of State Committee, Commission or Council
on children and youth. For information, contact:
Michael Garanzini, President
National Council of State Committees on
Children and Youth
39 Kirkland Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Telephone: (607) 876-9023

An Introduction

Interim Report of the E'ami.lv Impact Seminar

f'
I

This monograph shares in some detail the Seminar's :initia.l
conclusions with regard to working definitions, pre.liminary
findings, and values relevant to family impact analysis.
A second section L"Icludes two staff conceptual papers ; one
outlines an ini.tia.l checklist of questions to be asked by these
at~empting family impact ana.lysis; the other shares our approach
to da·ta. The third section outlines the focus and plans of the
Seminar's two case studies -- an foster care and government as
employer -- which are the basis for two of our three pilot family
impact statements. An appendix includes a selected list of
academic: research centers which focus on public i;iolicy and
families, a selected bibliography, a list of fede:r.al and state
contacts who are interested in family impact, and key data so=ces.
••••.••• $4.00

The following working papers are available on a l.il!!.ited basis:
Toward Family Imoact Analvses: Some First Steos by A. Sidney
Johnson, III; presented to the "Kin and Col!II!lunities: The Peopling
of America" education program of the Smit.'lsonian Institution,
June 15, l.976.
Family Perspective on Mental Health by Theodora Ooms; prepared
as. a bac!<ground paper for a meeting with the staff of the
President's Commission on Mental Health, June 24, 1977.
Families as Educators by Wilbur J. Cohen, A. Sidney Johnson, III,
and Theodora Ooms; presented to the annual Institute of Chief
State School Officers in Michigan, July 29, 1977.

Available from: Publications Coordinator, Institute for Educational
Leadership, Suite 310, 1001 Connecticut Avenue, N. w., Washington,
D. c. 20036 Send check or purchase order payable to George
Washington Uni.versi ty.

FAMILY IMPACT SEMINAR MEMBERS

WALTER ALLEN, Assistant Professor of Sociology,
University of Michigan
NANCY AMIDEI, Dire.ctor, Food Research and
Action Center, Inc., Washington, D.C.
MARY JO BANE, Associate Professor of Education,
Harvard University
TERREL BELL, Commissioner, Utah System of Higher
Education
URIE BRONFENBRENNER, Professor of Psychology
Cornell University
WILBUR COHEN, Professor of Public Affairs,
University of Texas
BEVERLY CRABTREE, Dean, Division of Home Economics,
Oklahoma State university
WILLIAM DANIEL, JR., Director, Adolescent Unit,
University of Alabama Medical Center
JOHN DEMOS, Professor of History, Brandeis University
PATRICIA FLEMING, Director, Intergovernmental Affairs,
Office of Civil Rights, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Washington, D.C.
ROBERT HILL, Director, Research Division,
National urban League, Washington, D.C.
NICHOLAS HOBBS, Director, Center for the Study of
Families and Children, Vanderbilt University
A. SIDNEY JOHNSON, III, Director, Family Impact
Seminar, Washington, D.C.
JEROME KAGAN, Center for Advanced Study for the
Behavioral Sciences, Stanford university
SHEILA KAMERMAN, Associate Professor of Social
Policy and Co-Director, Cross-National Studies
of Family Policy and Social Services, Columbia
University School of Social Work
ROSABETH MOSS KANTER, Professor of Sociology,
Yale University
(over)
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THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
INSTlTUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

FAMILY IMPACT SEMINAR MEMBERS

(cont.)
I~ foe EdL!Clltioftsl Uadt!Nil'lip (IEJ..} ~ ta strengttlati p~t and pot!Mtiai lead&l'Sf'ii-p in Amfi'lcatil «IYC2t:IOO at the pa!icy
19"04 of state and ll!daral ggvemment. Esueli!ineci in 1971, IEL. i$ a ~Ucy platmin9 and coordinating agem:y for a number of nt&at.ed
educ:aoonm programs. including Education Potiey F9ilawsflip Program (E?~. EducatiQna! Staff Sftminar \ESS). The MsociatM! Program
iTAP'). ''O!)tions in Education,·· a ra:iiel serifi a¥11VNMionlll Public AarJiO. F'llnuly lmoact Seminsr (FIS), Wastiinq«1n Palicy Seminar (WPSl,
education!!.! .Journalism F•tl!ows (EJF), C:ducation ot U"lo Handic:M~ Policy ?ruject (EHPPl. and tl'IG Education Ti!'T'lfl Wc&kly NNS!Ql!.~11'-' program of The< Gcol'qWI waaning:ttln Uni'<IC'il'a('(, IEL is sup~rtad Cy a grant from the Ford Foundaf.lan and by oi:tlti" l1:1und.ation and-

Th@

LUIS LAOSA, Research Psychologist, Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey
ROBERT_LEIK'. Director, Family Study Center,
University of Minnesota
SALVADOR MINUCHIN, Director Family Therapy
Training Center, Philad~lphia Child
Guidance Clinic
ROBERT MNOOKIN, Professor of Law, University of
California at Berkeley
MARTHA PHILLIPS, Assistant Minority Counsel,
Ways and Me~ns Committee, U.S. House of
Representatives
CHESTER PI~RCE, Professor of Psychiatry and
Education, Harvard University
CAROL S~ACK, Director, Center for the Study of
Family and the State, Duke University.

redai!W grants and ccmttscfSo
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PATRICK SARBATl-Oirector, F!nancia! semen
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?.A.UL SCH1NOLEFl-01rectot
ELIZABETH HALE-Associa:ti Oirector

EDUCATIONAL STAFF SEMINAR
HAFIFllEf BERNSTEIN --0if9Ctof

THE ASSOCJATES PROGRAM
PHILIP- KEAP.NEY-COOrdittatcr
"tlPT10NS IN EDUCAT10N" OVl!'.R NATIONAL P\IBUC RADIO

at Education
Artzona St:ata- Oepartmlltl'it ot Educ:atian
iJFt ?AUL N. Yl..VISAKER
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u.,~flf

OOMS--~tity Oil'!ICOOF
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THEODORA

eUZAeETH aooe---?"'9ram Associate
WASHINGTON POUC"f' SEMINAR
ROBERT Mlu..&R-Cootdinator
EDUC.t.TIOHAL JOURMAUSM FEU..OWSHIPS
CIANE 8Fll.JNOAGE-C00rdinator
EDUCA.TION OF THE H.t.NDIC.APPED t=QUCY ~OJECT
USA WAL.KEA~Coordinatcr
PATRICIA MOAFUSSEY-Program Associate
EXPANDING OPPCRTUNmES IN EDUCATIONAL.AESEA.ACH

P"*IUP KEAANEY-COOrdinator

JOHN MERP.OW-Producsr
FAMILY lMP.-.CT $!MINAR
A. SIONEY JOHNSON m~Olrector

EDUCATION TIMES NEWSPAPER
VIRGINIA ROBINSON-Editor

PROGRAMS OF THE INSTlTUTE
Educaeion ?oHcy F•llowsfti1J- Pfogram
(EP!'P)

on state educational policymaking.

Tete~none:S7'-5925

Education Policy Fellowsl'lip ?rogram (for·
marly Washington Interns In Education) is a
natlonaJ program designed to provide hr
ture leadens in education a year tong opportunity to work and- learn under 'the direction

of designated policymak.ers in education or
related aram in botn tne private and pu.blic

sectors. Funcls tor tne program are provided
by tecleral grants and foundations induding
Rocke1etler~ Ford. Cleve4and. The U.S. Of·
fica of Education and the National Institute

ot
_"")

Education~

Sines- 196' the- program Ms placed over
600 mid..areer pGl'9Clns- in on• year inte""'"'
ships. Carefully selected sponsors. who pay
tne Fellow'ssaJary, serve as on the joD

and federai decisionmakers and serves as

an important source of timely intormaticn

man-

tcr.s oy demonstrating, tnrcugit tneir daily
taslts.- how educatiortru paiicy is shaQed at

the locai, state- er national level. Feitows
wno are- pjaced witn new sconsom serve
primarily at the federa6 !e~ in Washinqton.
The remaining Fallows participate on an inservica basis and remain in their '!Xisdng
positions. but with increased resgon·
!ibilitles and involvement during the Fe~
lowship year. Weeldy seminan and conterencas are held for the Fellows at bottt the
Washington, O.C. site and the ~even state
-'ites. National meetings ot Fellows with
other special groups contribute further to
their understanding o1 educatJonal
policymaking. Costs ot recruitment. place-ment. and prt1grams are bome by the- SPF
PnJgram.

Educatlonat Staff S.minar-(ESSl
T•••phone: ~948
Educational Staff Seminar (ESSl is a professional oavetogment program designed
for staff members emgloyed by the Execu-tive and Legislative Branches ot the federai
government in the- field ot education. lt is
designed to expose these federal education
pclicymakers !o existing programs worth
ncting around th•nation, a.s wet! as to inno--vatlons, research and emerging ideas in the
field. This is aceomplished through !unchecn and dinner meetings, seminaB. and na-ticnat and intematlonal fleld trips.
Established in 1969, ess ia funded 'l::ry the
Institute and by partial reimbursement from
the government agencies served. In fiscm
year 1978 ess conducted 66 prcgrams for
owr 2036 federai emplcyaes..

"O!Jtfon• in Education"
Teiepnone:7as..&462
IEi.. and NationaJ Public Radio co-produce
the "Options in S:ducaticn" series heard.
twice weekly over most o1 NPA's 201
member stations from coast to coast. Voice
ot America rei:Jraadcasts the two half-hour
weekly programs. and IEL makes cassettes
and transcripts avaiJatJle at minimum costs.
"Options" has received numerous awards
from such organizations as: ti'le Association
of Stat& Education Department Information
Offfcers (1978). The Education Writers As-soc.iation (1974, '75 and '76) and the Council
for Advancement and Suoport ot Education
(1974). Funds for "Options in Education"
are provided try 1ei_ National Institute ot
Educa:tlon. Carnegia CQl1)0ratlon. the Cor·
poration for Public Srcadcasting and other
granters..

wunimiton Policy S•mtn•r (WP!l
Tel•'Phon•: 679-5940

The Washington Polley Seminar (WPS)
brings select grougs of educators and
policymakers to the Capit!U tor three to fivedays o1 intensive exposure to the people-.
prccaues. and institutions which shape
federal education policy. SpaaKers lor the
Seminar include Members of Congress.
Congressional staff. :3enior otficiaLs ot tha
Executive Branen, leaders of educational
lobbies and associations. journalists and
seasoned ''Washington watchers.'' Funding
for the Seminar is provided by IEL. general
supgort funds and reimbursement by sponsoring organizations"
Family Impact Seminar (RS)
Tetepnone: 29M330
The Family Impact Seminar seeks to identify
and assess the effect on families of a variety
ot public policies. With a member.ship ot 24
distinguished sci'lolars and policymakers,
ttia Seminar is developing the concept of
family impact analysis and tes:lng the utility
of this approacn to understanding the effect
government actions (or inactions) on
fan1ilies. The Seminar has completed case
studies o1 the impact on families ot foster
care prcgrams, teenage pregnancy pc1icies,
and the practice of flexible wori< schedules..
Begun in 1976 with an orientation to
federaf.l•vel o1 govemment, the Seminar
has now·embartc:ed on a field test of tne tamily impact approach at the state and locaJ

!&YatL
The-Aaodmt.• Pfotram (TAP')
Te,epftone: 576-593.5
The Associates F'rogram (TAP}. begun in
1972. seeks to imgrove the educattonai pol- icy process at the state levej by bringing together, in informal seminar settings. a
state's political leaders, educators~ and
executive officials to examine and debate
educaUonat issues of signi1icanca to their

states.
TAP seminar programs currently operate
in 31 stata·eapitats and in Chicago and are
dlrecteCI by Associates who, W<Jriting only
part-time tor tEL. .arrange five to ten seminar
sessions annually in each of their states.

The TAP network of Associates also provides a communication link between state

Educatfonat JournaUsm Fellow•hlps
Tete1=1hone: 676-5900
The Institute currentty administers two Fe~
lowsnip programs designed to support and
strengthen the popular education press.
Both F-e!lowships provide .reporters with a
''sabbatical'' from the fast-paced immediacy
of daily reporting and enable them to pursue a two- to tht'$HT'lonth course of independent study of important education 1s-

•ues.
!n four years. t:tie Ford F9ilows in Educational Journalism has enabled almost 50 reporters to conduct major national studi~s of
impcrtant education issues. The Journalism
Research Fellowship on !:ffective Schools
has enabled reporters from different araas
of the country to conduct indeptn studies of

the forces and factors that make some
schools in their states more effective tl'ian
others. The Jouma1ism F~lowsMips are
supported by participating news organiza..
tfons. the Ford Foundation and the NationaJ
Institute of Education.

Pt13UC.ATIONS OF THE
INS1T!UTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Edu~atlon

of th• HancUca~ Polley
l'n>ject (EHP"1
Tel•phone: 678-5910
The Educaticn ot tne Handicapped Floolicy
Project provides forums for tl'le identifi~
tion and discussion o1 issues arising from
the implementation ot 'The Education for All
Handicapged Children Act(. Begun in Oc~
tober 1977 to keep communication chan-nels o~n among locai, state and feder.U
policymaKer.s as tnis major new" law was im-plsmented. EHP? has broadened: tne nam
tional network of lntormed Individuals to include stata and local policyma:Jc:ers.. parents
and the adult disabled, journalists. and
community leaders. The Project worl<s col·
latloratively With the otl'ler prcgrams of thetnstitute to highlight: important issues
poiicymaker.s must resolve to meet state
and tederaj mandates to educate all handl•
capped children.

Education Times (ET)
Tel•t:Jhone: liiS..5509

education iimes is a national newspaper
published weekly by the Institute for Educational Leadership to provide policy information to education dec:isionmaker.s at the local. stats and federal leYet
Issues reported in tl'le Times include federai legislation and regulations: tne federal
education budget; stata and local developments of generai interest in such tields as
school finance, testing, curriculum, teacher
training and labor relations: and actions of
state and federai courts that affect educa--tion. The Times pui:Jlishes guest editorials
and tetter.s from readers and welcomes a
wide range of comments on education is--sues.
The eight-page tabloid ne~paper. puOlished on Monday of each weak, is available
by suCscription at $50 for 48 issues.

e:q,•ndlng Opportunities In Educational
Re1eerch (EOER)
T•t9"hone: 67M93S
Exganding Opportunities in Educational
Research (EOER), mobilizes IEL pf'09rall1S'
and resources to promote access for more
women and members of minority groups to
positions of responsibility in educational research. EOEft, working with WFS. provides
an intensive five-day orientation to th•
proce.sses and forces tnat shape educa~
tional policymaking at the federal level.
EOER, working with EPF?, offers fellow-ships to women and minority researchers.
placing them with mentors In Washinqton
and severaj states. And working through the
TAP networl<, EOER prcvides women arid
minority researchers opportunities to snare
tl'leir ex?ertise with state-level poHcymak--

ers.

''

Edw:::u::ion Time'r
.-\. national- we=k.iy newsl'laper serving education leaders with. broad -:overag~
of :i:iui::otiott policy issu=. Edr.icawn T7mes is pui:llisned w=!dy <xc:rpt. tbI'
tile last two wew of August and the last two web of December. Subsc:Wtion rate is sso per i'e31" (J.8 issues) if c.!lec.k acr.:om;ra.nies order. 01" sn ,;:~f'
year if billing is requested.

I

I

!EL POLICY P.ll'EltS
1. Pl!f'S1>eCrives on Fe<ienl Eduell:iona.! Poiic:r.
An Iaforma.! Colloquium
·
.-\.a e.:taminarfon of the. forms a.ad rnec!lanics of feder.U oolic..,
pro::e:sses. by Roben Andringa. O.o:ster E. F:nn Jr.• s.miuei
Halperin. Mic!raei runp:m=. Thomas Wolanin. August 19i6 ........ SI.JO
Z. Fodenlim1 aL tl:te Cl"DSSl'<l!lds: Im!'ronm; E:iucu:ioaai P,,U~
A.a anthology of critiq= and ;irescn,irions for s=l!tllcni.ag. tile.
in<crgove.mmema.I.. syst= in edw;:ition. Dec:mbor !9i6 ........... 53.00

J. E:iuc:u:ioa Polley :md The Edw:::icion far- Ail E'alidicipped · Clliidrm
A<t (P.I.. 94-14%)
A Re;iort of Regional Policy Conferences. by Brue: Boston.
August l9ii .................................................. S:W-0

4.

~

Etlmicity, and the Scilools: P,,iic:y Alternatives for
Bilingllal·Blcultur.ll Educ>tioot
All analysis of the. federal. role in biiingu.al.:i,icuiturai education.
by Noel Epstein. Aus;.!.St 1m . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .

S-<.00

S. Eductt:ionai Policy !n tile C:..:Ur Y e::1r.1
E;qieru analyze tl:te· docisiorumking process in Wasttinll!oa and che
Carter' A.dmmiszration' :J performanc: and fmure pros~~ts. bv
Christopher c.,,,ss. William Blakey. Samuel Ealper'.n. Gregocy
Humphrey, Job.n Jonnings. George Ka.,lan. Aims ~cGuinne:is. Jr.•
Michael O'K..efe. Cl!arlc:s Saunt!c:3. Jr., s..prember 19i8 ......... 5*.00
il. N...Ued: A :'iew F..tem Policy ror E:Jgilef' Eduction
•.i.mlysis and =ommendations for federal diroaions in higilef"
ed=ion, by Joseph Froomldn. S"~embcr 19n ................. S4.00
7. Gt"3lll! C:insoiidadon: A New Balance ill Federal Aid to Sd:lools?
Anthology of article~ anaiyzing the degree of control that should
accompany federal money. Pro and con positions on carefully
re;ula!:d =~orical grants vs. broadly define<! block sr:mts.
Philip K.amcy. «iitor, August 19i9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S•UO

----

...

:o.
8. In the Eye oi tlle Storm: ?r-ol"JSition 1:3
:uxi Pai:Jiic Educalion in Caii!orma
A comprehensive pi=e of what hal)pened in Cilifornia as
a. result of Pro100sition l3 and an assessment of
what tlle ox"Cerlenc: holds for ot.b.ers, by Don F. Speich
and St=;ih~ S. Weiller. ~y l980 .................. · ...... · · .... S* ..50

21. Dodini"' El:t.rollmems: S!udleo o( Sel~ Gties
by ~once T.ramm=r; The Baitimare Sun ......................... 52,j'O
!:.. fudnd,;,.....

............ ° ' . • • • . • • • • • 52.50

G......U. .-U'eu: A Pam-alt of ~ Sdioois U.
of the Welt.
by John C,1mmjn,,. The Sail Lake Tribune- .. " .... " . " ...

El~

24. The l'llsll for E.xcolle.i= ..\. National

Pa~t o{

<

••••••

"

••

by Clla.rtes ffimiy, Tire CJu:riarte Obserm·
2S~

S:Z..SO

Edw::u:ion's

!:=<.~

JOm:t.~ALISM FEI.LOWS' REPORTS (1979-1.980):

................. .-. . . .

s:z..:o

The E:frect of- E!lroilmeut D«iine on Ptlblic Scoaiiarr Scllooi>
by Cl:irisdnioc Dunphy, The Worc..-ster Evening Ga;:,gae ............ SLJO

'.!&. HW!ll. EAiDc>tion in tlle Pablic Scllooi.s: A :"faiional Stady
by Wista.Johmon. New Yori:. .-ims:erdam News .................. 52...:0

10. The Jourmilism Reoesrcb. FtilaW! Report: Wlw :'vtakes

:rr.

an E!fectiYe School?
Based on three mond:!s of state and national Fellowship

srudy, seven seiec::d education reporters 1~trit= a.bout
what tlley found was effe<:tive in uri:lan. rur:tl
and subtlrban schools aationally anci in si.."t statc:s~

TwEnty 11ive Yeu:s S"mca Brown: Indic:uor:s oi Deoogx~on
md Eq=l Educltioa Opportunicy
Synd:!esis of data on tll= councry' s dese-ore;:i.tion re-cord. May i.919,
0

by Gwendolyn Milreil. Remy and Ben

................ · · .. · .. · .... · 55.00

The Ford Ftilows in Edncatiamtl J0Urt1alism Re;>ort:

C.orm>ila.tion of major news series based on three montb.s of
~ rese=h by lea.ding education jourruilistS.

....................... ·. S.+.00

WOMEN IN EDUCATIONAL

:>fo~

..................... s:;u::o

LEADERSBIP~

28. 1'ald!!g Semm On ol Educuian
by !EI.' s Projea 011 Women in Education.
A~ 19n ............................... No cilarge for single copy
(send 5-10 fur postagci

U.. Gto~ Cp Glft2d in .-1.meric:l' s Sci:.ools

by :S:untiy Cailim, :hi! Oregonian

Yori< Daily News

~Boom TOWllS

"
1980 . · ·· · .... · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · .. · .. · .. · · · · · · · · · · · . .. .. .. . .. 54..50
.nay

Diane Brundage. editor, De<:ember l979

A Nadoaa.I P!=io oi tlle Educ:!Mn ..-Imme&

Gl'"'"by Their~
~Li.ft The New

an insiders ac:ount of the state ed.uc:iricn polic-:1 9roc=ss
and what it takes to be ~ c:Uei. Je.'<>m= T. ~urpily. e<:iitor;

u.

R~

z:;. FA"nfimi in

~. Slate~!> in Educu:ion: On~ a
Chief Sla!lt School Ot'l!=Exc:rpts of ,;onversatiom with tbrm~r c:rief state- sc_hool
officers Nyquist. Nix. C,;!bur; and ?in..nger cbai. oIIO!"

Diane Brundage. e<:iitor, April 1980

Black- CDll~ Rooa. Riow.u'ds, R.,,..wal
by Elt!ei P:iy11e. T!te St. LauiJ Sentinel .......................... 52.SO

.............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

lJ.. ),finimnm C.om~tency T~ State- .~pproadles
by Timmic Covington. The Commen:iaJ .-'<ppeai

14- Indian Education: ..U E 2mjn3don- of Is.m.es
by Gary Fife. Unired Indian P!an11er·~ News

s:z..so

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sz..:o

1

......... · .. · · · · . · · · ·

s2..:o

15. Cam-pe<enC1 Based Educatiou: An Ovef"Yiew and Se•"" C>se Studies
by Robert Frahm. The Racine Jounrai Times ........ · ... · · · · · · · ·

sz..:o

16. p~ves on Pu-ent .Putici?'ltioll in the Sci:.ools
by Dian<> Graruu. The C!:icaga Daily Herald ........ · ... · · · · · · · · · 52..50
1~. Adlieofing Quality Education: A 1'3rent's Guide
by Rick Ja!!lQ. The Jfilwaukee Sentinel ........... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · SZ..50

18. Scllool F"mm= Patterns in the South
by Llnda Williams. The South Jfusissippi Sun

....... · ... · · · · · · · · S2...SO

19. Education and the Voter: School Spending at the Polls
by Saundra Ivey, The Tennessean .......... · · .... · · .... · · · · · · · · S2•.50

2:1. HJe.,..,,..,,ny,

p~,..,.. and Women in Eductiamtl P<>~
Guide to the politics of =er aiivan=ent ...................... S:Z..SO

:JO. Women in Educational r....de~p• An Opell Lauir to S~ ~lators
. S!ale laws, c:rti:iic:uion. and other sm:icmra.l barri= to
womiocn in educacio!ll!.! poiicyma.ldng .. . . .. .. .. • . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. S:WO
31. l'Wulbooit 011 Haw to E.ad Se.~ in Your Sd:!ools
S~ action plans that C3ll be dcve!cp=d tO !!lOVe WOl!je!l
inlll cduc:lliona.l.policy1lla.k;ing ..•.•............................. s.:l.CO

UF.EI.QNG LEA.&."llNG PROGRAMS AND POLICIES:

.s.

32. Lllelolll! ~ .m the u
C<>nveis, 197%73
An insider's aaalysis of tb.c actions of tlle 95tb.
Congress and tl!cir implications for lifelong learning as
national policy, by Ellen Hallinan. April 19i9 ................... .

---

s:z..:o

33. Report of tlle PECA Task Fortt 011 Lifelong Leaming
Lifelong learning opportunities ill the noninstitutional. voluntarY
sector of society, February 1917 ................................. 53.00

EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED:
:34. ~um Com~ Testmg Programs and Handicapped Studems:
Petspectiv... OD Policy and Pndice
Aoalysis of the issues involved ill implementing
competency testing progr.ims ~ will be consistent with
. P.L 94-142 and Section 504, by Anne Rosewater,

Jun"' 1979 ..................................................... S:Z...'.iO
35. Edw:ation oC HaadiCl!Jped Children in Rural ..\mlS
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